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Engine Rolls Down Embankment Dragging First
Coach After It.
BROKEN

A

STRONG RIVAL
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On Result of First Case Will
Depend Fate of Other

CAUGHT
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York, May 9. I.- it against
the law for a sheriff to play a little
game of poker, and if it is, and he is
caught
or with any kind
of a hand, is it within the power of
a policeman to arrest him? Suppose
that it is, and that he is held for the
grand jury, what Is going to happen
in view of the fact that he is the only
official who has the power to scl.H'l
that body?
Those are the questions involved In
the situation arising out of the arrest
of John O. Kaiser, sherilf of Hudson
county, X. J., in the back room of
John Smith's saloon, Jersey City, Just
across the way from the sheriff's
Two other men, a pile 3f
home.
poker chips and a )1 bill were cap
tured at the same time, and although
the sheriff afterward protested that
lie was playing pinochle, the police
man, John Slefmeyer by name, em
phatically declared that the sheriff
had live cards in his hand and was
"calling" somebody when he Intruded
There is considerable perturbation
in Jersey City over the affair.
Kaiser's friends contend that the
sheriff can be taken into custody only
by the coroner, and that therefore
the arrest was illegal.
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WENT TO JAIL UN
TIL BOND RAISED
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to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, 1). (V, May 9.

"Its either President

Hoosevelt
for a third term In ofllee or
will be
Jennings
Hiyan
William
our next president." said for- liter Delegate Flinn of Oklahoma
here today. Mr. Klinn says that
4 he has gauged sentiment pretty
thoroughly in many portion.-- , of
the country and lie nrml) ne- lieves that Hoosevelt is the only
man who can beat Hry.in in the
next presidential campaign.
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Wood, Who will Preside at the Trial of Secretary Hui
wood, of tlie Western IVederation of Miners.
Boise, Idaho, May
Judge Fre- - tnct attorney since it has been a
mont Wood, who will preside at the state. Harrison gave him the latter
appointment.
When Cleveland be
trial of W. D. Haywood, Is a Yankeo came
president. Wood resigned and
transplanted from Maine.
He was entered Into a law partnership with
born at Winlhrop In 1856. He came
Wilson.
He assumto Idaho In 1881, and ao has spent ed oiflce as Judge last January.
So,
Just about half his life in this re while he is new to the bench, he has
gion.
Moon afterward
adhe was
nad thorough experience In court

FIGHT Both Sides Will Be Represented
TO

of Legal Talent.
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Evening Citizen.
Socorro, N. M.. May 9. M.
Sarinana, editor of El Defensor.
weekly pub-- 4
an
llshed here, was arrested yester-- 4
day by Deputy Sheriff Henry
Dryfus, charged with criminal
libel and lodged In the county
Jail, in default of $500 bonds
after a preliminary hearing be-- 4
fore Judge Green, Justice of the
peace. The court bound Sarln-- 4
ana over to the grand Jury.
During th.i.;ht Sn lnar.u'
friends, after considerable hard
work, secured bondsmen and. the
prisoner was released from Ja,i
this morning. The names on the
bond are A. C. Torres and Jacobo
Sedillo.
complaining
witness
The
against Sarinana is ti. Hiavaschl
one of the oldest and most
heavily interested property own-- 4
ers of Socorro.
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HUNT FOR DEAD DRUG TRUST
BODIES IS
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I'MtXISH ADKtjrATK
PnOTKCTIOX FOll F1P.ST TIMK.
Kan Francisco, May 8. The police
for the first time since the commencement of the street car strike, furnished actual protection yesterday afternoon for two of the United Hallway
cars manned by twenty-on- e
strikebreakers, and as a result of this protection these cars were run over ?ix
miles of track without the firing of a
shot.
Four men, one of thi?m a strikebreaker, the cither three member of
the Kloctrlcal Worker' Mufon, w er
Injured.
There was
intermittent
hurling of missiles by union
crwdi
at various points aloif the route, and
for two or three miles a mob of at
least l.oiii) men and boys ran with the
cars, yelling, calling epithets, daring
n
the
men to get off the car
and right, and cheering whenever for
one or another cause the cars we:e
brought temporarily to a stop.
About twenty police officers and
patrolmen, led by Chief Dinan. some
of them in automobiles, a number
mounted on hore and others afoot,
accompanied the cars.
Assistant
President. Thornwall Mullaly. Superintendent Chapman and other officer
of the United Railways kept pace in
automobiles with the cars.
The route selected was through the
better class of business and residence
streets of the western addition and
the Richmond district from the car
barns at Dak and Broderick streets
to Stanton street, to the Diamond
cross-ove- r
at Height, to Pa?-?- , to
to Sacramento, to Bake, to
Sixth avenue, to Clement, to the
Eighth avenue cross-ove- r
and return
by Fulton, Stanton. Hayes, Divisadero
and Oaks streets. The start was made
at 3 o'clock and the run was completed two hours later.
From Its commencement to its finish the police displayed decision, en- eergy and determination In dealing
with the hooting, howling crowds.
When necessity arose they did nat
hesitate to draw their clubs and use
them, and as a result a number of
Heads were bruised.
The fact that cars were to be started from Oak and Broderick Instead
of from Turk and Fillmore streets,
did not become generally known until after noon. A few minutes after
2 o'clock two covered wagons con
talnlng the twenty-on- e
w ho were to
man the cars,
emerged Into Turk street from the
company's yards and were driven at
a gallop to oak and Broderick,
mounted policemen escorting.
POMCK.

ENJOINED

y,

The alleged libelous article was
published in the Morning Journal on
Saturday, May 4, and is in part as
follows:
"It is about a month since I have
been employed as an editor of the
weekly paper. El Defensor Del Pueblo, which is opposed to the gang, and,
consequently, has always been subjected to a good deal of odium and
persecution by the precinct bosses of
this place. 1 have endeavored to
comply with my duties without
frejudice to anybody, only working
for the good of the owners of this
paper. One day last week while silting quietly in the hotel, a depuiy
sheriff presented himself to me with
an order for my arrest. Immediately several prominent people offered
to go on my bond, but they would
not give me an opportunity to get it.
The following day I appeared befonj
the Justice of the peace with my lawyer, and then for the first time did
I hear of the charge, which was that
On the
I had insulted an Italian.
advice of my attorney, 1 waived thea
put
under
was
and
examination
bond of $1,000, which was furnished
and signed by Captain Cooney, Dr.
Hlackington, Mr. Ureenwald and the
Torres brothers. What 1 want you
to look at is this: Firstly, I am employed as an editor of a paper recognized as an enemy of the gang and
have been especially active In writing against them lately, having to do
Secso in defense of our principles.
ondly, that It seems that every one in
to
subject
authority here seems to be
Mr. Itursum and to him show the
most profound respect. Thirdly, that
I had never In my life seen the Italian whom it is claimed I insulted,
and w ho, according to w hat I learned.
Is the barkeeper in the saloon where
the honorable Justice of the peae
runs his roulette and faro games.
Fourthly, the monstrous .bond they
required from me for an offence
which did not exist and could onlyI
possibly be of minor Importance. I
will say to you in conclusion that
find myself in a terrible position. as- I
cannot go out at night for fear of
sault from a number of drunkaris
who make headquarters In that saloon where the Justice of the peace's
games are. It is also the headquarters of that gang that had the indecency of hanging Governor Hager-ina- n
in elllgy. There they congregate and gt drunk every night, and
hea
o be their
It appears

M.iy
I'hoenix. AK
republicau ticket wa-- .
large majority and th.'
chase th watei.vork-overLeliulugly jn th- -

work.

He served for years as assistant
His district comprises Comty
Hoise, May 9. N"o juror has as yet
I'nlted States district attorney w hen Boise counties, of w hlch Idaho Cityand
is
been chosen for the trial of Hayc
i
Kuiiw
it uiiui.r, auu us uia ui; couiuy seat.
wood.
Of the original panel, four
were excused by the court, two be-

cause their business interests would
suffer .one because of the severe illness of his wife and the fourth be
cause he has been appointed patrol
man since being drawn.
The examination of the seventh
talesman by the prosecution was In
progress at the noon recess. Of the
other six, three were excused for beMANAGER McCAREY
ing biased In their opinions, and three
were temporarily passed.
CONFIRMS STATEMENT
The counsel for the state disclosed
the names of the witnesses for the
state before the examination of tales1 men began.
T
The list contains 151
1
Harry Orchard,
names and includ
9.
a
May
Angeles,
In
Eos
the informer; former (Jovernor l'ea-bodstatement
made late today,
of Colorado; his daughter, Cora
Tommy liurns. the winner of
I'eabody: W. E. Carlton, president,
last night's tight, declares that
lie promised to lay uown and let
C. Hamlin, secretary, of the
C.
and
O'llrlen win the tight. He said
Mine Owners' Association of Cripple
that there was no chance otherCreep; Gen. Sherman Bell. Bulkey
wise to get o'Hrlen into the ring.
Wells, adjutant general of Colorado;
He said he resolved as soon as
Julian Kteunenbci g. brother of the
the gong sounded for the first
dead governor; Steve Adams, Mrs.
round to bieak his promise and
Adams, Frank A. Feenun, of thn
determined to go In and win.
United State inte'tcr department. In
Uurns says that ho was instru-i- r
chrge of tho fo'Kv reserve In Idaho,
rtai In h .vlng Ihe J"t called
and James McPartland, of the l'lnk-erto- n
off as he did nof want the pubagency, and other detectives.
lic to be tricked.
Manager McCarey of the PaIIWWOOIVS CASK
cific Athletic cluJ, has confirmed.
was i:xamini:d intsT
Hums' statement.
Boise, Idaho, May 9. W. I. Haywood, secretary and treasurer of the
Western Federation of Miners, was
placed on trial for complicity
STEAMSHIP BALTIC IN today
In the murder at Caldwell, Idaho, on
Deeem!er 30, 1905, of former Governor Frank Steuenberg.
Haywood Is one of four defendants
who are charged with the murder.
The other defendants nre Charles H.
Mover, president of the fdderation;
George A. 1'ettibone, former member
of the executive committee, and Harry n chard, a miner.
The last named is expected to be
the most Important witness for the
against Hay wood, Moyer and
state
Carnegie. Rogers and Count Fetlibone.
He is said to have confessed to the
ess of Yarmouth Among
murder and at the same time Im
plicated the other three defendants.
Imprisoned Crew.
The fact that Haywood's case Is called
first Indicates that the prosecution
considers the case against him the
8. The
New York, May
White strongest.
the
If he Is convicted
Star Steamship it.title, which ran her trial of Moyer and I'ettlbone will un
nose into the mud bank in swash doubtedly follow.
channel an hour after she left the
If Haywood should be acquitted the
pier yesterday for Liverpool, was still case against the others, except Or
chard, will doubtless be abandoned
hard aground early today.
All efforts at high tide this morn
It is Raid that the evidence against
ing to pull her off failed. The sea Orchard is such that he cannot hope
Is smooth and there Is no danger to for other than conviction of murder
the large number of passengers on In the lirst degree regardless of ver
Uoaru.
diet in other cases.
Include Andrew
Orchard, it is said, haa been promThe passengers
Carnegb? and wife, H. H. Itogers and ised no clemency whatever for giving
wife and the countess or tarmoutn, evidence for the state.
Speculation as to the length
of
sister of Harry Thaw.
Haywood's trial has resulted
In
guesses ranging from two weeks to
DESERTS FOSTER PAR- tive months.
I 'or ma bio Array of Counsel.
Formidable array of counsel has
been engaged on both sides. in
charge of the prosecution is James
RENTS
or tnis city; united
11. llawley,
FORJUOTHER
States Senator W. K. Borah; County
Attorney O. M. Van Duyn and George
Stone, of Caldwell, who la especially
to represent Canyon county, where
Left In a Poorhouse. She Is the
murder waa committed.
are
Itepresentlng the defendants
Adopted by Wealthy Pair,
Me sots. K. F. Ulehardson. or Denver;
Clarencer Darrow, of Chicago; Kdgar
I.. Wilson, of Boise; John F. Nugent.
but Runs Away.
of Boise, and Fred Miller, of Spo
kane, Washington.
Ottumwa, Iowa, May 9. Love for
the mother whom she had never
known won the heart of pretty ACCUSED
MEN WILL
Bertha Sprague, of Ottumwa, and she
deserted Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Sprague
here to Join her mother, Mn. Nettie
Urown, or Portland, Ore.
USE PINKERTQN
Bertha, who is now 17 years old
was adopted by the Spragues when
she was three years of age. She was
then In the poorhouse at Leon, Iowa,
EXPOSE
where her brother, unable to keep
her, had left her. Denied a daughter
of their own, Mr. and Mrs. Sprague
adopted the girl and have cared for
Boise, Idaho, May 9. Despite the
her as one of their own for the pat
statement of Detective James McPar-lan- d
fourteen years.
that they have been bunkoed If
When Bertha left home, saying .she
uas going to spend the night with a they accept the alleged expose of theagency by a former emPiiikerton
friend. Mrs. Sprague thought nothing
of it, but w hen she did not come back ploye. the defense of President Chas.
in the morning an investigation was H. Moyer, Secretary V. D. Haywood
pettibone. of the Western
started and then it was found thai and Geo. .V ofT
Federation
Miners, doubtless are
the girl ha left for Portland.
ting upon copies of documents
It now develops that Mrs. Bijaij, at
they claim have been turned
the real mother of the girl, who has which
over t ) Them by Morris Friedman.
il Uil'ed
money m
co'isl Jerabl
as if the miner will try
seem
It
correj- - to impeai h the
cent ye.iis. has been
motives of MeParland
ponding with the g.il and urging h- -r and
detectives as well
Pinkertou
the
to come to Portland.
as
of Harry orchard,
the
confession
So. instead of gol ig to
visit
Hi." alleged informer.
friend, picity Bertha
ni" to th
A Denver dispatch says that certain
horn of Mr. and Mrs Fred K. Bar- dgates chosen by Utah unions have
bei" ,to whom she confided her purto go to the Denver
been warned
pose. Mr. Barber ldentitled her at eoiiv
in June under penalty of
the tii ket oitire at the union station. exposure as Plnkerton pies.
bo blie could secure the railroad tiik-'her mother had sent, and he left f r
Al l. I I KS
4
Portland.
When the Spragues discovered that
I"lodge
room
at
in
Sh
the
mid
4
the girl had gone they were wild with
Hi let. and Mrs. iiai ber, in an attempt 4 7 o clock tomorrow morning to 4
attend the funeral of Brother A.
to g- -t the girl to return, wired to
W. Cavanaugh.
her. Her reply message simply aiJ:
"I will uever return alive.''
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Socorro Editor of El Defensor, Burns Says That It Was Only
Way O'Brien WotjtCTGet
Who Wrote Letter Published
in Journal. Arrested.

.

i;mi:

San Priinriaen
f.-- ft TT
ll.in
today there had been no disorder In
the street railway strike and no arrests were made.
committee of fifty prominent citizens
to meet him this afternoon to devise
some method of keeping peace and
seining tne turDuiant labor situation.
Most of the citizen
himtnnnail
served on a similar committee
In
government service after the fire,
which followed the earthquake.
ivaco ConunltUf.
This Joint conciliation rnmmltlo la
composed of peace committees from
moor councils, improvement
clubs,
churches anil flnnnnlal ami mmmAp.
clal Interests. It held Its first meeting yesterday afternoon at the labor
ieuiiie on ruurieencn street.
Six
were appointed
to wait upon the striking carmen, telephone fflrJs. Iron w r, r - e m an A
dry workers and President Calhoun
oi tne united Kallroads.
President
,
Scott, of the Home Telephone
and the officials of the Metal Trades"
association and the Laundry Owners'
association, and if possible obtain
rrom eacn an authoritative proposal
for a settlement of existing difficulties.
These
are expected
to report tonight.

WILL

BE GIVEN NO QUARTER

BE A FAKE

Pueblo, Colo., May 9. Ollie Patterson was struck by lightning while
on horseback Tuesday evening, and
was found lying in the road with a
large gash in his head and in an un
conscious condition.
The horse wa.s
dead and showed the marks of the
thunderbolt.
The accident happened about eight
miles east of town. The injured man
was brought to the city in an ambulance and taken to St. Mary's hospital. He Is 26 years old and employed on the Robert i.rant ranch.
There was a regular cloudburst in
that vicinity.
TF.XAS STATF. FIKKMFVS
X
VFJSTION CO VF.N FS.
McKlnley, Tex., May 9. 'l..e states
firemen's convention convened in this
city yesterday, and will remain until
tomorrow. The McKlnley lire department has made remarkable arrangements for the entertainment of the
"HepectfuIIy,
' M.WL'KI, SARINANA
crowd from all parts of the state,
delegates being here from every secM ly 1.
.'"7."
N. M
"Socorro.
tion of the Ine Star state, and they
are thoroughly enjoying themselves,
negleclng
business,
although
not
which li.is occupied the attention of REPUBLICANS WIN
the convention in a very close decree.
AT PHOENIX, ARIZ.
IT
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here have manifested but little
interest in 1'residenl itoo.ev elt'a letter to Hon.
chairman of Cook
county, Mo)er, Ha) wood.
Pettibone
conference.
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Police Now Have Situation Wei
In Hand Cars Moving
Slowly.

Defendants.

nt

ICKNi'F.

O'clock A. M.

GAS E

Chicago. May 9. Suburban passenger lrain No. 114 on the Burlington
between
& Ohio Hallway, running
Aurora. 111."., and Chicago, was wreck
ed today near Lawndale, six miles
from the city.
Mrs. Mary Miller was so badly Injured that she died shortly after the
accident, and thirteen others were
seriously Injured.
The engine struck a broken rail and
jumped the track. It rolled down a
steep embankment, dragging with It
the first passenger coach and one baggage car. The coaches in the rear
left the rails but remained upright
upon the embankment.
Divorce 11il)llclt.
Wilmington, Del., May . The legislature of Delaware has amended
the laws on divorce so as to forbid
star chamber proceedings in divorce
cases, and to require than all crgu-niethat publicity will prove one of
the most effeclve means of preventing collision between the parties and
will also act as a deterrent against
the permanent separation of married
couples who would shrink from the
publicity of a trial and probably be
led on second thought to compose
their differences. The correct theory
of law Is that It should be openly
administered.
;OLF TOVKXAMKXT
HKL1 AT PKIXCKTOX.
Princeton, N. J., May 9. Princeton's Invitation golf tournament began today for a three days play. It
is the first held In this country on a
college course. At New Haven the
Gold club is for students and the
Country club includes both town and
gown. Under is fine links and under
sociable management a good tournament Is assured. The tournament
extends until the link.
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MAYOR APPOINTS PEACE

RAIL

One Person Is Killed and Thirteen
Are Seriously
Injured.

OK.ItSF.Y

Y

Night Passed Peacably andno
Disorders Were Reported

REPORTED AS CAUSE

SHERIFF

SAN

IN
TRIAL QUIET

MOYER-HAYWOO- D
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Two Artists Are Known to
Have Lost Their Lives
In Kansas City Fire.

Defendants Are
Marked by Sweeping
Complaint.

Ninety-tw-

BlACK-LISTS-Wi-

o

LL

.

HAS SKULL FRACTURED

NflTJE

ENDURED

non-unio-

Woman on Fourth Floor Thought The Decree Entered Is Considered
to Have Been SufCompkte Victory For
focated.
Government.
Kansas City, May 9. A search for
bodies was begun at daylight
this
morning in the ruins of the University
building, which waa destroyed by lire
esterduy.
One body at least Is known to be
in the ruins, that of Miss
Aurora
Wlttebert, an artist, and it Is believed
that many others will be found.
The known dead number two:
MISS W1TTKBKHT.
PltOF C.KOKGKS DKMAHK.

It Is believed this morning that all
Injured will recover. The most seriously hurt is A. Alexandra Blumberg,
a Uusslan countess, whose skull waa
fractured In a fall from a ladder.
She is also an artist and ocupled a
studio on the third floor.
She is a daughter of a Russian
nobleman, who was once a member
of the privy council of the czar, who
fell under the displeasure of the crown
and was exiled after his Immense
had been confiscated.
Prof. Georges DeMare, who lost his
by
jumping, was an artist of con
life
Miss
note.
Wlttebert
siderable
was a talented piano Instructor and
had a studio on tne fifth floor. She
Is believed to have been suffocated.
es-ta- es

EDWARD

GRAY

SHOT

III SILVER

Indianapolis May 9. The
"drug trust"' was perpetually enjointday from continuing Its operations by the entering of a decree In
the I'nlted States circuit court for
the district of Indiana upon the com
plaint of the united States govern
iiient, filed by Joseph B. Keating
United states district attorney.
The defendants, ninety-tw- o
In nuin
ber, who are members, ollicers. direc
tors, agents and uttorneys of the Na
tlonal Association of Betall Druggists.
the National Wholesale Druggists'
association, the "Tripartite proprle
tors, "blacklist manufacturers,
di
rect contract proprietors, the "whole
sale contract proprietors" and Chas,
C. Bombaugh, are
en
perpetually
joined from combining and couspir
ing to restrain trade In drugs, tlx
prices by agreement and blacklisting
retailers who cut prices, or to refuse
to sell to any retailer on equal terms.
All publication of blacklists Is forbidden and all contracts and agreements covered by the charges are declared void.
Bombaugh was charged in the bill
of complaint with being engaged in
printing and circulating lists called
ed

blakllsts.

rXCLK SAM OIL

4

t'4.

CASK TOMOUBOW.
Fort Scott, Kan., May 9. The fed-

CITY
4 4

strike-breaker-

The decree entered today was declared by the government attorneys
and agreed to by the defendants as a
complete victory for the government.

4' V

Special to The Kvenlng Citizen.
Silver City, N. M. May 8. A
man, supposed to be udward
Gray, a carpenter, was shot and
Instantly killed here Tuesday
about 10 o'clock by some per- son as yet unknown to the police.
Gray came to Silver City on
the noon train of Wednesday
and immediately began drlnk-- 4
ing freely. When well under the
influence of licjuor he began cut- ting his throat with a pen knife,
apparently in an attempt at sui
cide.
A Dartenuer weui ro interfere, when Gray cut the man
In the side, inflicting a deep
wound. Gray ran across the
street Into another s.cwon. and
began cutting at his throat again.
Several persons in the saloon had
been badly cut by the frenzied
man. when some one shot him.

C. H. &

0.

s,

RAILROAD

eral court here today adjourned without hearing a motion for the discharge of the receivers In the Unci?
Sam Oil company case, which had
Judge Polbeen set for tomorrow.
lock will. It Is announce. 1. hear the
motion In Topeka.

HAS BAD WRECK

Cincinnati, Ohio. May 9 One mail
was killed, one fatally and two others
colseriousily Injured in a. rear-en- d
MKTKOPOMTW HANDIat Jones' station, seven milis
CAP AT NKW lOUK TODAV. lision of
CinOhio,
on
the
Hamilton.
May
9. The great ioulh
New York.
Hamilton & Dayton rallroa I,
Metropolitan handicap occurs today cinnati,
were emploves. No pastoday.
All
at Belmont park. It Is for
Ten thou- sengers were hurt.
and upwards.
sand dollars is added to the subscripBIIOWM.OW MAY
tions of one hundred dollars each i: A.S AXI
(OMHisK IUlH:itKXCE!i.
of these horses Acfrom the t irr.
9.
Nashville, Tenn.. May
Th
countant, heads the list with 129
starting of a new combination among
pounds.
republican leaders may lead Mr.
Evans and Mr. Brownlow to accommodate their ipiarrel and join hand
CONNECTICUT
FARMER
to meet the common enemy.
Th
visit of Congressman Hale to this city
long
with
Assistant
OUTRUNS RED FOX and his
confab
I'nlted State District Attorney Lede
Brock, has led many to surmise that
another combine is in the wind, and
tlNNIM.
TltVl. that these two prominent republicans
IHMM.KK IV TIIIIM'V YARDS
will seek to control the republican
party of Tennessee, to the exclusion
M t'.UTntl-IMI.
SAVED
WERE
:.
fighters. Kvana
All
AI.IV i
of the two
and Brownlow.
May ;. Robert
Conn
BUT THIRTEEN Jone-- . of Deep
f w
River, has just won t.o i
TO MIKI' 1
Kl.WI.Il
laurels as a sprinter by running down
and capturing a red fox. Al'.houg't
suspected It .ty nurd of robbing h
V f T
1
ml to Tne Rveiini; CitUeu.
I he
i Monte
hen coop, Jones wanted t, get the
Washington. D. '.. May 9.
Video, May 9. An ofti
1R"
him.
tame
alive
animal
mil
says
interest is being
port
passeiiConsiderable
re
clal
that all
rigged tiaps, but th- - fox careful
gers. most of whom are Spanish
aroused here by tlie meeting of
best
hi
governors
contrivances.
avoided
of western
on
tile western
Immigrants,
the French
Dressed for running. Jones He-iPoltou, which was
stales and terri .ories. si heouled
steamer
to take place about the middle
wrecked off San Jose Ignacio 4' within a hundred feet of the fox In
of June at Denver. There will
have been 4 a cleared lot yesterday and then both
4 yesterday morning,
probably be several high WashIn thirty yards
went Into action.
of
4 rescued with the exception
ington ofhcltls present at (he
are 4 Jones overtook the fox and threw
Seven of these
thirteen.
of
meeting. The
the
4 known to have drowned and six 4 himself upon it. His hands and arms
I
not known here.
meeting
hi
were badly bitten, but h kept
4 are classed as missing.
I
lio
anunu..
on
4
grip
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E

BATH

A

EVENING CITIZEN.

SUPPLIES

E VAN

TIU

WANTED.
WAXTEIi A line, gentle pony, with
some ntyle to h'm. Bring to Put
nev's store.
stylish
WANTED Ladies wanting
milllnerv and dressmaking, call on
North Second
Miss Crane, 612
Also apprenstreet. Price low.
844.
'Phone
wanted.
tices
eecond-han- d
Uentieman's
WASTED
clothing. No. (11 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor,
WANTED A good hustier in every
town to sell our perfect water filters, retailing from J1.50 to $8.00;
100 per cent profit to agent?: exSeneca Filter
clusive territoryCo., Seneca, Mo.
Position fc j"t composiWANTEDtor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
Mlt KENT.
brick house,
FOR KENT Four-rooApply Hankin & Co.,
close In.
Armijo
building.
10.
Room
FOK RENT TTire furnished rooms
418 North
for light houskftping.
Second street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room, suitable for two. Call at 107
Fruit avenue.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, housekeeping rooms and tent. 413 Sou til
Broadway.
FOR RENT Newly furnished outside rooms, modern bath, half
olock from Railroad avenue. "The
Second
Granada,"
114'. a North
street.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center; rates
Sixth and
Corner
reasonable.
Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
All rooms open
housekeeping.
Price, $1 per
lng on the outside.
Minneapolis House,
week and up.
A. T. Devore,
624 South Second.
-

m

Proprietor.

FOK SALE.
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice typeAddress
writer, good as new.
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
complete
SALE Furniture;
FOR
houso.
furnishings of a
120 South Arno street.
FOR SALE Fine Chickering Bros.
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
over
Futrellea furniture store
evenings, between 6 and 7 :30.
FOR SALE; Furniture for a
house . Practically new. Call
morning at 312 South Seventh
street.
FOR SALE A heavy, quartered oak
library table, oak stand, electric
reading lamp, with Venetian shade,
and a sanitary couch; all nearly
new. Can be seen at 422 North
Sixth street, corner Roma.
FOR SALE: At the "Variety" The
very best of home-bake- d
bread.
baked
pies, cakes, doughnuts,
beans, soup, candy, etc.: all homedry
staple
groceries,
Also
made.
goods and notions. 606 South Arno.
'Phone 710.
five-roo-

m

five-roo-

LOST.
A wheel; Mars;

m

TERSOXAIj PKOPERTY

AN9.

oP

JAMESTOWN

A

sSoort

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low a 111
and aa high aa 1200. Loans art
private
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain, in your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
aee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
'
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 end 4, Grant Blug.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRTVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

PROFESSIONAL

DR. 3. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett building
over O'Rlelly'a drug- atore. Phont
No. 744. Appolntmenta made by man.
Edmund J. Alger,. D. D. 8.
No. SOS Railroad avenue.
Offlo
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:1
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. 11UST.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DRS. BRONSO.N & BRONSON,

PHARMACY
Occidental Life Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

way

Crops and

Admiral Hob then took I'ncle Joe
and his party all over the big ship,
finally winding up In the admiral's
quarters, which are sumptuously furnished. I'ncle Joe looked everything
over, but was very much Impressed
with a splendid mahogany table,
larger by far than anything Uncle
Joe had ever seen before. He was
lost in wonder. Hipping off another
string of verbal pyrotechnics, he
lined
"Hob, I'd like to take that back to
Washington with me and oeptn the
poker season of 1907-- 8 with it. It's
a daisy."
of
Turning to Iuclen Lltteauer,
New York, who accompanied him,
I'ncle Joe continued, "I'd like to
have that when I play with you, Lit.
It would be Inposslble for you to
bend over and see my hand."
for the
I'ncle Joe then started
door, and as he passed through he
on
glance
the adturned a wistful
miral's big mahogany table, evidently making up his mind to purchase
one of the same dimensions for the
stag parties that hold nightly sessions In an uptown hotel during the
congressional seasons.

LINCOLN

HOW

New

ex-c- la

i

--

Reduced

R. R,

Rates

Y'ork

Philadelphia
Hoston
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn

17
16

3
3

9

6

10

7

8
7
4

10
11
1

1

16

Won.

Chicago

14
11
10
10
10

York

Philadelphia
Detroit
Cleveland
Hoston

8
5
5

Washington

St Louis

$1,500,000

Santa Monica Youth Prefers
Little Ready Cash to Waiting For Fortune.
Cal.,

May

Santa
slake of JH0.0O0 played against a
fortune of nearly SI. 600,000, with a
human life as the final determining
factor, are features of an unusual
transaction entered Into here between
Henry C. Keating on one side and a
syndicate of four men on the other,
The syndicate is composed of J. C
Meele, former postmaster of Santa
Monica; Benjamin Hunter, until re
cently city attorney; llooert W. Mil- lem, secretary of the board of edu
cation, and A. v. MePherson. man
ager of the Edison ias and Electric
company.
Keating Is one of the heirs to the
Keating estate worth about $5,000,-ooHis share is In the neighbor
hood of S 1.5(10,000, but he cannot get
it until a division of the entire es
tate Is made possible by the coming
of age of the younger heir. This will
lie In two and a half years.
In or
der to convert his prospective $1,500,
00 Into cash Keating has signed over
to the syndicate all his rights .In the
inheritance for $80,000, the syndicate
running the risk that he may die, in
which case all his Interest in the
Keating fortune will pass over to the
other heirs. Should he live he will
come Into his part of the estate and
the syndicate will then be entitled
to enforce Its claim.
A lazy liver leads to chronic dys
pepsla and constipation weakens the
whole system. Deans Uegulets (;
cents per box) corrects the liver, tone
the stomach, cure constipation.
Monica,

9.

A

o.

A

PIG

IS

AN

IM
PERIAL

Vienna. May

7.

While

GIFT

Kmpernr

trans Josef was giving an audience

day or two ago, a curious noise was
heard coming from the antechamber
The emperor sent one of his chain
berlaliiH to inquire into the. origin o
the noise. The official came back
with the Intelligence that an old peas
ant woman was there waiting to see
the emperor on a most Important
matter, which she, however, woul
not communicate to anyone excel
the ruler, and that fehe held In her
arms a suckling pig. decorated with
pink Miliums and roses, which she
hail brought as an offering to tne em
peror.
sh
The emperor ordered
that
should enter at once. The old woman
as simju as she entered, fell on hi
knees and asked pardon for her son
a soldier, who hail offended his su
pelior officer in some way. The em
peror found that the case was mt a
very serious one and ho ordered that
the man should be liberated. The
woman thanked Krauts and with
tears In her eyes offered her gift,
which the monarch had not the heart
to refuse.
Don't Pay Alimony.
to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for it If
you keep juur bowels regular with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action is so gentle that the appendix
has no osu.-- e to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggists.
25c Try them.
a

never had occasion to look to the
past with regret, nor to the future
with apprehension. He had that sublime faith which is content to leave
the efforts to man, the results to
Cod.
For ages after the battle of Thermopylae every (Jreek school child was
taught to recite each day the names
of the three hundred heroes who fell
In the defense of that pass. It would
be a crowning act of patriotism If
every American school child could be
taught each day to contemplate the
exalted character and utter the Inthat
class
spiring name of Abraham Lincoln.
which he al
ways alluded
Singular man! Xo one can pluck
to as the plain
a single laurel from his brow, no one
A
people. He al
can lessen the measure of his fame.
ways possess
In the annals of
Marvelous man!
ed their conn
all history we fail to find another
-- 1
i whose life had
dence, he nev
been so peaceful
er lost his hold
whose nature so gentle, and yet who
tien. llnriu-- Porter. was called upon to marshal the hosts
on their affections. He believed tnat of an aroused people and for four
the government was made for the long years to conduct a bloody, re
people, and not the people for the lentless, fratricidal war.
government, and that true republiIn the annals of history we fail to
canism was like a torch the more find another whose education was
It Is shaken in the hands of the peothat of the cabinet, not the camp,
ple the brighter it burns.
yet who died, a more heroic
and
any
If at the height of his power
death.
on
mm
account
one had sneered at
It has seldom fallen to the lot of
of his humble origin, he might well man to strike the shackles from the
of limbs of bondmen and liberate a race.
have replied, like the marshal
France, who was raised from the It has seldom fallen to the lot of
ranks to a dukedom, when he told man to die the death of an honored
the haughty nobles of Vienna, who martyr, with his robes of office still
boasted of their long lines of descent about him, his heart at peace with
and refused to assiclate with him; his fellow men. his soul at peace with
I am an ancestor; you are only de
his Clod, at the moment of the re
scendants."
storation of his country to peace with
in her borders, to peace with all the
a
re
possessed
in
Abraham Lincoln
markable degree that most uncom- world.
A celebrated sculptor In the fourmon
of all virtues, common sense.
With him there was no practising the teenth century in Florence was comto make a colossal stature
manded
no
posing
demagogue,
for
arts of the
effect, no altltudinlztng In public, no which was to surmount a historic ca
There was thedral. When it was placed at the
mawkish sentimentality.
none of that puppyism so often bred base of the cathedral, the ropes ar
by power. There was none of that ranged for hoisting it. and it was
dogmatism that Dr. Johnson said was there unveiled, the crowd Jeered and
hooted and criticized unmercifully
only puppyism grown to maturity.
While his mind was one great the sculptor. It was all out of prostorehouse of facts and useful infor portion; it was a failure. Hut soon
mation, he laid no claim to any the ropes began to tighten, and as
He the statue moved up Into the air the
knowledge he did not possess.
believed with Addison that pedantry crowd ceased to jeer, and finally.
In learning Is like hypocrisy in re- - when it was placed upon the pinnacle
liglon, a form of knowledge without! at the proper focal distance as
tmu-etended by the great sculptor, who
of II
Wh e he was s niru ar v adroit anil createu n. me sneers uirneu io piau
naileiit In smoothing down the ruffled dits. and the people then saw It in
ll
the beauty of ItR true proportions
feathers of friends who did not
Ann so Abraham Lincoln has so
derslan,! him. nr even of political on- far
receded from us ill history that
no
uoon
he
time
the
wasted
noneiits.
He never at- - he Is now in the proper focal uis
absolute recalcitrants.
tempted to massage the back of a po - tance. We can now measure all his
t en
norcuii ne. And as he once great qualities as mey appear in
said himself, he always found it was their true beauty ana symmetry.
losing game to try to shovel fleas
I am glad of the work of The Lin
across a barnyard.
It Is well
coin Farm association.
There are two names of presidents that his birthplace should be redeem
ownership.
It
that will always be Inseparably asso ed from Individual
ciated In our minds Washington and should be made the repository of nil
Lincoln. Hut. from the manner In the Interesting relics connected with
magnify him. It ought to be the seat of n
which modern historians
trivial acts, you would suppose one national museum and a national
had spent his entire life in cutting park.
down trees and the other In splitting
He Is gone from lis now, crowned
them up into rails. There was one with the sublimity of martyrdom
marked difference between them
have bidden a last farewell to
Washington could not fell a story; We
hHv
who was the gentlest of a
Lincoln always could.
spirits,
noblest of all hearts libera
Hut he told them not fur the anec tor of a race, savior of a republic,
dote, but to clinch a fact, to point martyr, whose sepulchre is human
a moral.
hearts.
Ah. it was that humor of his that
was his safeiv-valvIt lightened his
$100 Reward. 5100.
mind and relieved it for the time
from Ihe great responsibilities that
The readers of this paper will be pleaswere weighing upon him. He could ed to learn that there Is at least one
has been
Cut the sting from the keenest criti dreaded disease thHt science
to cure In all Its stages, and that
cism wllh his wit. he could gild dis- able
Is
s
Cure
Hall
C'utarth.
the
Catarrh
appointment with a Joke. He knew only positive cure now known tois the
better than most men that in speech meillcal frutornlty. Catarrh being a conwit is to eloquence what in music stitutional disease, requires a constitumelody is to harmony.
tional treatment. Hall's I'atnrrh Cure Is
the
Hut his mind was not 'always at- taken Internally, acting directly upon sysblood and mucous surfaces of the
too
were
tuned to mirth; its chords
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
often set tn strains of sadness. There of
Ihe disease, and giving the patient
was the slaughter in the field, the strength
by building up
constitution
depletion of the treasury, complica- and assisting nature In the
doing Its work.
so
i
All
were
these
he proprietors have so much falih in Its
tions which arose.
iney oner One
ainiallinif Dial sometimes even the curative rowers tnai any
case that it
for
ureal s.oil ,,f Lincoln seemed readv Hundred
cure.
to
list of testiSend
for
falls
gloom-wato melt.
Hut Just when the
Address:
blackest he never, never toik monials.
V. J. CHUNK Y & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
counsel of his fears. He always had Sold by Druggists, 7fc.
the courage of his convictions. Ha Take Hull a Family i'Uls for constlpa- -

Abraham

Lincoln was of
humble birth;
he early had
to struggle
with the trials
of misfortune
and to learn
the first les
sons of life in
the severe
school of ad
H e
versity
came
from

i

In-i-

un-la-

1

e.

MM mm

Every mother feels a
great ilread of the pain
and danger uttendant upon
the most critical period
of her life. lSecoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the 6ufTerinr and
danper incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother'- - Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the toming event, and the
serious ucctdents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
1 rie.U.
'Jt is vorth its weight in gold,
says many who have used it. $t.oo per
bottle; at drug ftores.
lk'ok containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to

Mother's

elACFtna

REGULATOR

CO., Atlanta, ca.

.8"iU

9.
May
After the
i.t
figth last night,
which Burns won the decision, no exthe
for
planation could be secured
calling off of all bets.
The fight was advertised for $30,-00- 0,
but this Is disputed in soma
quarters. It Is reported that thera
was a wrangle over the size of the
purse, which did not come up to expectations, and the dispute arising
from this resulted in all bets being
declared off.
go
The fight was a twenty-roun- d
for the heavyweight championship of
the world. It was Burns tight from
Philadelphia Jack
the first round.
was a sprinter and it was hard chasing for the California man to overtake him. The crowd Jeered O'Brien,
and his antagonist called out several
times to him to "come on and fight."
After hard sprinting Burns would frequently stop and stand in the middle of the ring, waiting for O'Brien to
stop and come within reach. O'Brleii
landed light blows on Burns' faco,
but they were not telling.
In the second round the fight tooU
on the aspect of a wrestling match.
Both men fell to the floor flat In the
center of the ring.
Probably 30,000 persons were In
the pavilion. It has a seating capacity of 5,800. The betting was all in
But few large bets
O'Brien's favor.
Burns bet $3,000 on
were made.
himself, mostly at odds of 10 to 7.
Burns weighed in at 175 pounds, and
O'Brien was eight pounds lighter.
Before the beginning of the figh.
Referee Eyton declared all bets off,
under Instructions from Manager
of the Pacific Athletic cluh.
Eyton said he was unable to give the
reason for this action.

Los Angeles,

P.urns-o'Hiie- n

.60J
.588

.4 44

.389
.200
.059

Lost.

Pet.

.667
.647
.5SS
.556
.500
.444
.312
.263

7
6
7
8

10
10
11
14

Ptt.

.706
.611
.533
.444
.313

(i.V.M KS.

National league.
H. H. K.
At Brooklyn
1
12 16
Chicago
4
i
Brooklyn
Kltng;
Brown and
Batteries
Stiicklett, Bergen and Butler.
It. 11. U.
At New Y'ork
1
0 4
Pittsburg
1
9
4
New York
Phelps
and
Batteries Leilield
Mathewson and Bresnahan.
It. H. L.
At Philadelphia
1
6 13
St. Louis
2
4 11
Phlldalephia
Batteries Mciilynn and .Noonan;
Jack-lilscand
Sparks, Moran,

ENOUGH

Lincoln
Omnha.

R.

SEA

JACK

Discharged From Fort Bayard
Sanitarium. Three Are
Homeward Bound.

H

McXeely.
and
Hall
Butteries
Gondlng; Zackert and Zinran.
tCity
H.
At Sioux
7
2
i
Slonx Cltv
1
6 10
Des Moines
Batteries Stimmel and Sheenan,
Gehrlng and Dashwood.
RH. E.
At Pueblo
1
JJ
Denver
0
6
0
iuY,in
McDon
Batteries Bohannon and
aid; Morgan and Smith.
-

"1'v got enough of the sea," said
Charles, Davis this morning, until six.
months ago a sailor aboard the U. S.
S. Khode Island, and for the last half
year an Inmate of the Army and Navy
hospital at Fort Bayard. N. M. Accompanying Davis was Harry Klotz,
another sailor, whose ship was the
Missouri. Davis and Klotz are en
route to their homes in Boston and
Washington, D. C, respectively. They
arrived here on train No. 10.
"We were sent to the hospital at
Fort Bayard for lung trouble," said
Davis, "and were discharged from
that institution yesterday and immedisdiately given our honorable
charges from the service on account
I
glad
that
for one am
of disability.
my sea services are over, und I know
that Klotz feels the same way." sa'l-or- s
Accompanying the two retired
was James J. Hefferen, a regular
soldier, who has been at the Fort
Hayard hospital for nearly a year.
Hefferen is en route to Johnstown,
Tenn., where he will be admitted into the national home for disabled and
retired soldiers.
Davis and Klotz were dressed in
the natty looking suits worn by a:l
sailors and during the hour that they
were here they attracted quite a bit
of attention.
Wonderful Kezenia Cure.
"Our little boy had eczema for five
years," writes N. A. Adams, Henrietta, Pa. "Tvvo of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
being affected.
We then employed
other doctors but no benefit resulted.
By chance we read about electric bitters; bought a bottle and soon noticed improvement . We continued
this medicine until several bottits
were used, when our boy was completely cured." Best of all blood medicines and body building health tonics.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c

-

At Kansas City: Kansas City, 10;
Indianapolis, 2.
Columbus, 5; MinAt Columbus:
neapolis, 6.
a.
At St. Paul: St. Paul. 1; Toledo, 3;
Milwaukee,
At Milwaukee:
Louisville, 0.

SPORTING NOTES.
Detroit holds the world's record for

starting games late.

Chicago is now expected to become
the mecca of the pugs.
Witch Elm won the 1,000 guinea
stakes at Newmarket, England.
claims he is
Boh Fltzsimmons
matched with Mike Schreck for a
tight at Tonopah on Decoration day.
The meet of the National Association of Motorcyclists will be held in
July at Providence. It. I.
Helen Kellerman, Australia, cham-- I
'.on woman swimmer of the world,
making a tour of American cities.
I.--

THE

TARS

H- - E2
o
7
2

10

OF

SAY

d;

Western

,

The New Mexico Military Institute
team defeated the Kl Paso White Sox4
vesterday at Koswell by a score of
to J.
Cincinnati has suspended Pitcher
linahaii for failing to show up for
morning practice, and other delin
quencies.
Mike Schreck knocked out Tony RICH STRIKE IN
Loss, of New Crust le. Pa., and the
same night Young Coibett was licked
atiain.
THE MQGOLLONS
his chase
Jack Johnson, after
around the world to get a tight with
SiUh'es. is coioiny back to America
Visitors from Silver f'i'y report a
to challenge him.
.rich strike in the Mogullou district.The Mogollon Copper and Cold ci cicolored Ainciic.ni pany's property Is located in The
Sam
pug. who whipped Tiger Smith at Mogollon mountains about 90 mi ts
.us
London, has issued a challenge to any from Silver City. The strike
made In the new shaft at a depth i
man in England of his weight.
from Hull to 7 00 ftet. The ore in::- -'
Yankee horses are being barred this nlng $10.", was opened up. The
season from the Canadian race tracks. Interesting thing in connection with
was the sudden alteration
Canadian breeders kicked on the the strike
of the ore, which rapidly changed
Americans getting all the pulses.
from copper bearing Iwrnite to u:d
t
and silver ore.
of
The Missouri Athletic club, Mara-ihoLouis, will hold its third annual
race June 1. The start is at
Vreeburg, HI., and the finish at St.
I

lo-'s-

ii

Louis.

Pueblo.,
Deliver.
i;v Corhan made the following very
flattering record: At bat, 4; runs. 2:
hits. 2: assists, 1; errors, u, stolen
bases. 'J.
generally made
Two predictions
during Hie spring practice season Hie.worthv of not" tlr.it Christy Matlieuso.v was i:i form, because it w is
proven true, and that Brooklyn was,
,
much stronger than last year, beiau.-eit missed the mark so far.
Call at our store, please, for a free
Cofsample of Dr. Shoop's "Health your
fee." If real coffee disturbs
stomach, vour heart or kidneys, then
try this Clever Coffee imitation. While
Dr Shoop has very closely matched
old Java and Mocha Coffee in flavore
and taste, vet he has not evenit. a Dr.
grain of real coffee in
is
Shoop's Health Coffee imitation or
made from pure toasted etc.grains
You will
cereals with malt, nuts,
surely like Health Cotee. Sold by C.
N. Brlgham.
In the opening game at
the Indians played
when

sln-yl-

l1

y,

It. II.
At Boston
1
8
6
Hoston
0
0 4
Cincinnati
Batteries Pfeift'er and Brown; Ma
son und Schlei.
American League.
It. H. E.
At Cleveland
a
5
"
Chicago
3
7
1
Cleveland
Batteries Altrock, Hene and
Moore, Joss and Wakefield.
t st
St. Louis-Detro- it
Ixnils:
game postponed; rain.
At Omaha

Foot-Rac- e

d

l'ct.

Western lcagiie.
Won. Lost.
5
Des Moines
li
1
11
Omaha
7
8
Denver
8
10
Sioux City
7
11
Lincoln
5
11
Puebelo

THE

Twenty-Roun-

Prize Fight.

National lycaguc.
Won. Lost.

Pittsburg

.New

In

TAM.

TIILY

Chicago

:

Not All

Destroyed.

Callfornlan Awarded Decision

New York at Cleveland.

SAVIOR OE OUR COUNTRY

Cattle Promise

Well-F- ruit

AS DEATH OF

Pittsburg at New York.
at Philadelphia.
American lxngue.
Washington at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Hoston at Detroit.

Y I :sl I KDAY'S

SWAPS

five-ye-

play today.

:

0-- 8,

-

tiii-.-

O'BRIEN WAS AS AFRAID

National l,oitiic.
Chicago at Hrooklyn.
Cincinnati at Hoston.

AT

ABRAHAM

46-4-

1

CONDITIONS

FAVORABLE

!

'Dad gast my buttons. Joe, never
felt better In my life, dad blast me."
Such was the reply of Admiral Bob
strong, expressive
by
punctuated
English.

Special Correspondence.
Algodones, May 7. The snow and
rain storms of the 19th and 20th and
the 29th and 30th of last month were
of great value to this portion of New
As a result there Is now
Mexico.
Plenty of grass and water on the
ranges, and while the cold weather
damaged the fruit to a considerable
extent, the general benefit to the ter
ritory is greatly In excess of tho in
Jury sustained.
drapes and apples
promise well In spite of the late irost
Planting Is about complete In this
neighborhood and the crop prospect
Stock Is in
at present Is excellent.
prime condition.
Homeopath.
very
plentiful Just now.
ouail are
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone-Off- ice You
can see them in every direction.
and residence, 628.
This is due to the fact that they were
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. S.
not molested to any extent last sea
your
you
When
son. Hunting here should therefore
animals are sick
need a good veterinary surgeon. Ca:. be good next winter.
up the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
We are all much pleased with the
appointment of George Curry as govUNDERTAKER.
ernor and believe that he will make.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111 a fearless and efllclent executive.
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Blast
or White hearse, It.
INHERITANCE
ARCHITECTS
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar
OF
nett building, Albuquerque, N. If
Both phones.

.

semi-annual- ly

The HIGHLAND

WEATHER

iu:i:i;

1N1IST6.

Overland,
tire; American, with name of F. J.
Houston. Report at this office and
NOTARY PUBLIC
receive reward.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
THE COLORADO NATIONAL CO.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
Ill
"An old line" Insurance company, West Gold avenue.
with ample capital, solid, conservative, progressive. Writes liberal con- ILV1R DRESSER ATTD ClUHOPO
tracts of Insurance and investment
DIST.
Prewitt & Prewitt, Managers, Combuilding.
mercial Club
Mrs. Bambini, at Tier parlors, No
o
209 West Railroad avenue. Is preCOUNTY BONDS.
Notice Is hereby given that sealed pared to give thorough scalp treatbids will be received by the Board of ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
County Commissioners of Torrance bunions and ingrowing nails. Sh
County, In the Territory of New Mex- gives massage treatment and manl
ico, at the office of the Clerk of the curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepare
Board in Estancia, New Mexico, up to tlon of complexion cream builds u;
twelve o'clock noon, on the 3rd day of
skin and improves the complex
June, 1907, for the purchase of Ten the
not to be in
Thousand Dollars of Court House ion,, and is guaranteed
Bonds, and Five Thousand Dollars of Jurlous. She also prepares a hair
Current Expense Bonds, which bonds tonic that cures and prevents dan
will be payable at the office of the drufT and hair falling out; restore
County Treasurer of said County, or life to dead hair;
removes moles
at such place in the City of New York warts and superfluous hair. Also t
as the officers issuing the same may face powder, a freckle cure and plru
direct, and shall be payable at the pie cure and pile cure. All of tries
option of the county at any time after preparations
are purely vegetabl
the expiration of twenty years from
Have just added a vl
the date thereof, and absolutely due compounds.
and payable at the end of thirty brator machine for treatment oi
years from said date, with Interest at scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
the rate of five per cent per annum is also used for rheumatism, paint
payable
in the- months and massage.
of July and January of each year
Each bid must be accompanied with a
notice run rrni-icATiox- .
certified check, payable to the order
of the chairman of the Board of
Department of the Interior, Land
County Commissioners of Torrance Office at Santa Fe. N. M . March 26
County for the sum of two hundred 1907.
and fifty dollars, to be returned in
Notice Is hereby given that George
case the bid Is not accepted or in case Klrochima, of Laguna. N. M., has
the bidder shall take and pay for said filed notice of his Intention to make
bonds if his bid is accepted, and the final
proof In support of hl
Board reserves the right to reject any claim, viz.:
Homestead entry No
or all bids.
6843, made September 12. 1902, for
By order of the Board of County the N
XIV U SV ' NW
and
Commissioners ot Torrance County.
NYV 'i SW "i. section 18, township
CANDIDO PAPILLA,
7 N, range 4
V, and that said proof
Clerk of Said Hoard.
win be made before Silvestre Mlra
X.
on May 6. 1907.
M..
Let me mail you free, to prove Rafael.names the
following witnesses
merit, samples of my Dr. Shoop's to He
prove his continuous residence
Restorative, tnd my Book on either upon,
and cultivation of, the land
dyepepsia, the heart, or the kidneys. viz:
Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero
Address me. Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Juan
I'alle,
Troubles of the stomach, heart or kid- guna, N. M. Jose M. Caco, all of La
neys, are merely symptoms of a deep
MANUEL R. OTERO,
er ailment. Don t make the common
error of treating symptoms only.
My Best lYit'iui.
Symptom treatment is treating the re
Alexander Benton who lives
suit of your ailment, and not the
cause. Weak stomach
nerves the Rural Route 1, Fort Edward, N. V
inside nerves means stomach weak says: "lr. King's New Discovery i
ness always. And the heart and kid my best earthly friend. It cured nie.
neys as well have their controlling or of asthma six eais fine It has aU
inside nerves. Weaken these nerves performed a wonderful cure of in
and you inevitably have weak vital cipicnt consumption
for my son
organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop's wife. The first bottle ended
the ter
Restoration has made its fame. No rible cough, and this accomplished
other remedy even claims to treat the the other tymp'.cms left one by one
"inside nerves." Also for bloating, until she w.-.-s
perfectly well. Dr.
biliousness, bad breath or complexion, King's New Discovery
rower ove
use Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Write coughs and colds is simply
marvel
for my free book now Ir. Shoop's ous." No other remedy lias
ever
Restorative sold by all dealers.
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by al
iit-druggists,
jic
bot
Tr!.!
ll.fi'.
NOTICE TO HOUSE OWNERS.
The Albuquerrjue Carriage Com- tie free.
pany, I1r-- I and '1 ijera. lias
of a lirt class lioreslrocr,
lite
Mild guarantee, all work, or no pay.
A Narrow Kscape.
(3. W. Cioyd, a merchant, of Plunk.
Mo., had a narrow escape four yeais
ago wiit-- he ran a Jimson bar Into
his thumb. He says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate it but I would
not consent. I bought a box of Buckling Arnica Salve nd that cured the
dangerous wound." 25c at all drug-it- .
To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Office, 113 West Railroad avenue.
for Rent."
Card r.gr,. "Jiovm
Tio;trd." etc., for tale at the office of
f")ri?y member of American TicThe Evening "Citizen.
o
ket .Krokers' Atoclallon in Albu- CouespoiiUentit
Our florGIl DRY wort oon's have ' oueroue. X. M.
over. Imperial Laun j solicited.
to be
dry Co.
LOST

Washington, I). (V, May tV I'nclo
ne anmin is artistic In prorane ex- piession. He excels nil his colleagues
In
In the house of representatives
the use and elegance of his "cuss"
Evans, who
Hob
words. Admiral
was In command of the battleship
'onnectlcut at the Jamestown exposi
tion when the eeremonles Incidental
to the dedication of the great enter- rise were held a week or so ago,
leads all the navy officers In the
world In the vigor with which he
mutilates the king's tongue. There
was a grand reunion when Uncle Joe
Bob
Kvans met at
and Fighting
Jamestown. In the language of one
meeting
of these
who witnessed the
wo picturesque characters
Alay 7th, tomorrn.v. Th. .iltU'datice
Words rich and rare.
Fell on the air, etc.
the
'How are you Hob?" said
speaker. "How In the blanket',
dankety blazes have you been any

o

LAWYERS.

BASE BALL

St. Louis

Let us Supply You

CARDS

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, tl F.St..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
It. W. I. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First Nation
Bank building.
E. W. Pobson.
Offlea
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. If

Beautiful Language, Choice and Sweet?
words Rich and Rare Fell on the
Air How They Mutilate
the King's Tongue.

Soaps, Nail
Until Ilriislicw,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Files,
Corn Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, Hnlr Tonics,
Tnkiim Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Eto.

MAY 9, 1907.

AND

and
Toilet Accessories

lilY.

Heart Strength

Heart ? trwijth. or Tlc&rt Weakm"
means Xerrs
Btrvnmh. or Nerve Weakness noilui.it More. I
if. ia ,W
nrt one weak heart in a luiiiiri-ielf. actually diM-aseIt i alimot always a
hidden tiny little nnve that rva!i i all at !l,u
Thi
nerve tlie Cardiac, or 11. art Nvia
niir.I'ly needs, arid must have, more lowt-r- . na re
.
mere coiilrullnnr. li.ore Kiven..i.f
itreiiKlii. W ahoirt that the
ihum count. l
to full, and the
aiid
also lave
Uiese same roiiliollirg nerves.
en plums why. as a medicine It.
This
Fhoop's Kes'tiinttive I. as ill tli- - pnt done so rnva a
for weuk ami nil. us Hearts. IT s!i.n, iirt
r.t
the cause of all rhis painful, palr'itutmg, tufloiui.
lug heart distress. lr. Khoop s li, i.,rative tins
po;mlar prescription it alone uireiu-to thfre
weak and wastinrr nerve centers.
It builds;
real, genuine heart he '.p.
lOtreiiKlhens: it off.-rIf you would have strung Hearts, slrorg digestion, strengthen (he
cxve
tliera at
with

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Is

0

THtnsnAY,

MAY

ALBUQUERQUE

107.
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WILD EXPERIENCE OF FIRST

LONELY
C

AMI IV YIIXAGi:
N.VTIVK 11F.HKI-.-

gkkat
III

ni'M,

III KIVKIt.

OF

i:i.r.rnVT iv

If. Ilravtnti Iicll-C'(ton- .
CHAPTEH III.
The na'lve tell a curl'Hi tale of the
Semllkt river.
Away down stream. In the reresses
ot the Impenetrable forest on Its
banks, is said to exist nn uncanny
creature with the body of a huire unwieldy monkey, and a man's face of
revolting ctinninjr. framed In long
k
hair.
colls of
After sunset, at the hour when the

IJ.v

Mr.

coal-blac-

AND EUR

AFRICAN FORESTS

become the slave of his captor, for
morning to
night.
From Ilenl, well Into the forest,
our proposed route was still as ills-- 1
turbed as when my husband had last
passed through. Moreover no white
woman had ever traversed that coun
try, so the prospect was nn exciting
one for me.
At night our camps were pitched
among the charred remains of rest
houses and native villages, burnt to
the ground by the rebels. In the
center we would pitch our tent, the
flocks and loads beside It, while our
men drew in close. Hig watchflres,
with double sentries to guard them,
formed the outer ring. Beyond lay
the mysterious darkness of the for- -

BY whom he labors from

IU RVF.D
KlI.MNCi

iAGB TURKS.

BELIEVES BRIDE HYPNOTIZED

TO TRAVERSE

WHITE WOMAN

EVENING CITIZEN.

Our Prices
are right

HOK

FROM

the station of Mawambe and had
pitched our tent behind a shaggy line
of brushes that fringed the bunks of
the roaring Iturl river.
Just after sunrise, while we were
breakfasting In the open, a porter
rushed up panting: "Elephant." I n
an instant we were on our feet. My
husband seized his rifle and ran oft
after the native, while I Just waited
to kick off my slippers and pull on
my boots, before I followed, helter
skelter.
Next moment we reached the shelving bank of the river, where the canoes drew up. There, sure enough,
was a bull elephant, moving slowly
across the misty river with two ladies
of his harem in his train. But the
females sighted us and turned Into

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

week ago Mrs. Wood received a mysterious telegram.
She then Informed her mother her husband had gone
to Lafayette, Ind., their former home,
and declared he had sent for her.
The bride parked her trunk and
left home and has not been seen
since.
Wood returned home Saturday
night and denied that he had sent
any telegrams to his wife or that he
had been In Lafayette. He declared
he believed she had been hypnotized
or lured away and asked the police
to search for her.
The police today succeded In tracing Mrs. Wood's baggage to Cincinnati. Officials of the American Express company Identified a yellow suit
case
and new. trunk shipped
from
rr v. i
' ..... 1. , ' v. l
t . i ,. .
discovery, howevr, only added to the
mystery, as no motive for the change
of plans Is known. The police now
ore seeking to learn who the sender
of the mysterious telegram was.
1

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

Birdie Wood With Her Husband Money.
Chicago, May 9. Detectives In several cities today began work to clear
up the mystery connected with the
disappearance of Mrs. Birdie Wood,
a bride of four months, who left the
home of her parents, taking with her
14.000, which belonged to her husband.
While the Chicago police were
searching for Mrs. Wood, detectives
In Lafayette, Ind., were seeking for a
woman known as Mrs. Thompson,
who Is said to be a hypnotist, and
Is believed by Charles Wood, the husband of the missing bride, to be able
to account for the disappearance.
Wood was callPd to Peoria on business several days ago. He left his
wife at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. D. J. Smith.
Just before
Wood gave his
he bade her good-by- e
wife a check for J3.000 drawn on the
Illinois Trust & Savings bank, and
several hundred dollars In cash.
The police learned today that a

is right

"

All Kinds

Detectives in Many Cities Try to Clear
Mystery of Disappearance of Mrs.

Our Work

I

!.

.

EVENING
CITIZEN

TRINIDAD UNION CARPENTERS
REFUSE TO RETURN TO WORK

BY...

...PUBLISHED

Offer of Employers to Grant Increase
of 25 Cents a Day Meets With a

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Prompt
Want 50 Cents or Nothing.
Refusal-Journeyme- n

PICTCRB OF SAVAGE AFRICAN PYGMIES IX WAR DANCE,

RKMARKAP.L.B

PHOTOGRAPHED

Trinidad, Colo., May 9. The hope formal answer whether accepted or
of an amicable adjustment of the rejected, at the earliest convenience."
strike here between the Carpenters
The letter was sent to the union
and Joiners of America and the mas-

BY MRS.

POWELL-COTTO-

villagers living on the river banks are
in the habit of going down to fetch
water for their evening meal, this
creature lurks among the eddies near
a
the place, waiting for his prey.
soon as an unsuspecting man bends
down to fill his pitcher, the monster
puts up a long, hairy arm, grasps him
and drags him below the surface.
There it twists round the unfortunate man's head, hands and feet and
lifts him above the water for his comrades on the bank to see his sorry
plight. This done, it sinks again from
sight and swims down stream with
its victim always below the surface.
Arrived at last at Its lonely forest
home, the monster lands the unhappy
man und throws him, unconscious, on
the ground. Then, searching for a
banana plant, It picks oft a strip of
leaf, rolls it up and thrusts it down
the victim's throat to make him vomit
up the water he has swallowed, to

zig-za-

r Ir

".

SUFFERS
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"To the Conf. icnce Committee, Local U7:i, C. & J. of A.
"lentlemen: We, the undersigned,
as requested, and to show you that
we are disposed to meet you half way
in an effort to reach nn adjustment
of our differences, propose that you do
awell, and fix the minimum rcale at
$3.75 per day. Hours to remain un-

DOCTOR

REMOVES TICK

$

:,'.,....Mftto

ur

over-excite- 'd

pas-sag-

IT

ter builders has been abandoned and
building work in Trinidad Is tied up
Indefinitely. An efTort on the part
of the citizens to act as mediators In
the controversy and an offer on the
part of the contractors to grant an increase of 25 cents a day with the same
hours, met with prompt refusal at
the hands of the unionists. The carpenters are unwavering In their demand for an increase of fifty cents a
day and the mill men demand the
same Increase with the additional demand of an eight Instead of a nine-hoday.
Many of the union carpenters have found employment at
wage
they
are asking.
the
exists,
Considerable dissatisfaction
It is said, between different members
of the union and their special committee Is powerless to act until they
have received the sanction of the
members. A special meeting Is called
for tonight at which there may u
some developments.
The resident
carpenters. It Is understood, are debating over the proposition to Ignore the wishes of the traveling members of the fraternity and go ahead
ami settle up with the employers. The
contractors complain that they can
find no one among the unionists with
whom to negotiate. The proposition
offered by the employers und wnich
was rejected by the unionists fol-

est, hiding we knew not what. Often, !the foliage of a little emerald Islet In
when my husband and I were putting the stream, while the male came maloaded revolvers under our pillows, we jestically on, working the waters into
asked ourselves whether that night foam with his huge feet.
we were destined for the fight.
At the first report of my husband's
ritle the beast, disabled, stood for a
But these apprehensions in no wise second,
his trunk to nnd fro.
disturbed our enjoyment of sylvan But in waving
life In the great Kongo forest. As we distance the misty morning light the
had been miscalculated and
forced our way along the abandoned it took two
more bullets to bring him
path, gaily colored butterflies and (down. As his
carcass splashed
birds of plumage almost as bright into the water, great
yell after yell arose
dashed across the rays ot sunshine from the oppositee
bank, where an
that filtered through the leaves.
crowd of natives were watching.
Troops of monkeys swung chattering eager
a
canoe
Then
figures shot
full
of
dark
away In the branches at our approach
round the corner of the Island and
and timid little dlk-di- k
hid themsel- came
us,
to
over
with the unsteady,
ves In the undergrowth.
Now and
g
course of an
again a buffalo crossed our path or a crew.
By
shouting
dint
of
and strugherd of elephants crashed through
we managed to weed out the
the forest, leveling a wide track as gling,
among
drones
them and make room
they went.
for outselves and our
before
Before we left the forest we met the little craft glidedworkers,
away
the
with good fortune. We were nearlng body of the beast, whose gray to
brown
side rose above the water like a barren island. It was a perilous
but at last the two of us had
scrambled into the doubtful safety on
the dusty beast, where we sat among
the ticks on its side, superintending
operations.
(To be continude.)

changed.
"Trusting tilat this will be satisfactory and re.iu. siing that you make

Afu-suffering much aiinoyan.v
and i,n little pain during the past six
months from an affection of the ear.
John Pilfer, a miner from the Klrk- land district, arrived here Monday
ana submitted to an operation at the
bands of Dr. C. E. Yount. who re
moved from the man's auricular organ a tick as large as a
d
beetle, says the Arizona Journal- m mer.
J ne tick appeared
to be In a
healthy condition when removed from
ib. snug hiding place, but soon ex
pired after being exposed to the air.
Mr. pfifer felt much relieved when
the obstruction to his hearing was re
moved. He returned to his mining
camp l uesuay.

and signed by C. Williams, Urace
Stanton, J. K. Wallace, Crouch Construction and Lumber company and
the Pierce Lumber company.
The president of the builders states
that the only answer from the unions
was a telephone message of rejection.
A meeting of the master builders
was held at the offices of Vosbecit
& Dunlavey and was attended by a
large delegation of business men of
the city, nearly all taking part In
the discussion. They obtained from
the members of the employers' association present, facts and figures relative to the strike now being waged
against them by the carpenters' union
to enforce a demand for an advange
wage scale and shorter hours. While
the builders do not regard the de-- !
mands as unreasonable In some In- stances, when compared
with the
wages paid in other cities, yet In oth-- ;
ers, particularly In the case of mill
workers, prices are demanded which
are absolutely prohibitive. They hold
this business has to be secured In
j competition
with the large eastern or
Ienver mills, paying a lower wage
scale than the present rate In Trlnl- dad. yet the Trinidad union men de
mand an advance over the present
scale of 2X per cent, or nearly one- v,
To enforce this they
third.
means the closing the home mills to
this work, and handing over the business to
mills, taking the
work from Trinidad union men and
placing It In the hands of the nan
union workmen of the
concerns. At the time the strike was
ordered there were In the employ of
llio mill owners in this city 4S union
men at a pay roll of J:ii)ii and $1,000
per week. This, with the material
worked at the mills put In circulation
from seven to ten thousand dollars
per month in the city.

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

j

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

out-of-to-
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out-of-to-
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Q. OlomJ, Vice
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Shown Willi Her VatUe Servant.
Photograph
I'ntruwrM-by a White Woman.
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ati Fi niiiseo, Calif., May 9. Jack
is off at last. The trim lit-

Albert fplvey, a member of a .Santi
civil engineer force, which has
at Topeku, Is In the city
today, visiting his father,
CaptnUi
Sphvy. Kngineer Spivey leaves
for Helen. X. M., where he will
j'iii tli" st.ilT .f liii.-- Kngineer J. V.
Keys.
In talkii.g about the cut-ofMi'. Spivey said.

ht

- work
lai'iily. or

or write our nearest agency.
Made in three sizes and fully warranted.
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men and
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ready for ope! Jtinn, which will be
seven or eight months, it will he ..tie
if the ti ii
pieces ,,f t'.i. k u'i the
is

system."
baby's rlollp. Wdlie's dil'y
tuts and bt uises, mama's sore thr.iat.
grandma's
lmeiie-- s
Ir. Thomas
Kcleclrie (til the great household
remedy.
Santa

Ke

Cure- -
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steady light, simple construction
nd absolute i atety. Equipped
with latest improved burner. Mailed brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
parlor or bedroom. Every
whether library, dining-roolamp warranted. Writs to our nearest agency if not at
your dealer's.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
I laeorDorated
)

t

progrcssl--

i

cannot be equaled

its bright

fa--

do so

ir,
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for
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"Th-

tle Siiuik has headed her nose
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack at
the helm on the watch-ou- t
for local
color and food for new stories.
For a time It looked as though
Jack was not going to get to go. A
w
deputy United States
marsh. il came abroad the day
Inintended pulling up the an- li r and told the author that some
ii- - having in mind
tfides
the
statute of limitations thought l1 best
'.hat he settle up his accounts before
beginning his .s. v. - car cruise. After causing them all unite a bit of
woiry and anxiety at the last mo- nieiit Mr. J ii k scrawled out hecqucs
for them all, tore down thu govern- lgn and pulled out
nieiit attachment
into the fleam. A merry crowd of
friends and acquaintances were at the
do, U
ee him off.
i
be-f.'- ie

f.
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WORK IS NOW CENTERED
AT RIO PUERCO

Machine Works

R. P. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlrm on Mining and mill Mmehlnory m Bpoclmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. af.
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instantly.
Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than the coal or wood stove.
Because it is the perfected oil stove.
For other reasons see stove at your dealer's,

(

lnsst

JO

Because it's clean.
Because it's economical.
Because it saves
time.
Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame
can be regulated

Hock to outfit tbo

bar eomploto

Have bean appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Je. .
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Morv
arch, and other standard srsnds of whiskies too numerous te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
Bat sell the straight article a received by us from the best 1 iaerlec
Distilleries and Breweries in Ue United Stat a. Call and
ar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries Wist.
only.
to
dealers
Issued

i

Madrid. May 9 It was officially
announced today that the confinement of the queen might be expected
'
May 20, but when Dr. Guttieerez, who
is in permanent attendance at Uio
palace, was seen relative to thla announcement, he declared the event
might happen at any moment.
Dr. London Stowing Away the I .a it Pioce of the Knaik's (argu.
There Win
,
-iuttlerez, who U a specialist. Is auana the Sixttators
"
,
liccr.il.
Itim Ii the lied
.
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- 1,1 " 'It.iiHa lt,...iO
thority for the statement that th?
r..,.,
v e re Oil at
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royal baby .should have arrived beI cr ImkI y.
fore this.
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Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e
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MELINI A EAKIN, and IACHECHI A GIOMI.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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JACK LONDON OFF ON

W,..

O. Bichechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
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President.
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ier
gg.so
the skin.
$9.50
hive
for many years Orrlllixt Lump
with skin Jijeas. I hai tu Ret up Anthracite Nut
$8.50
thre or four times every night anj Anthracite mixed
$9.00
wash with coM water to allay the Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
terrible Itchliig. but slnoe uslnir this
$9.50
k.ilve In December, 1305, the Itching C sixes
lean Ga Coke
96.00
I
ha ktoppel ami km not troubled me.
WOOD.
KUer John T. Ongley, Hootville,
I'a. For mii by all drugKits.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .13 $3
To ChU'kou rvtAtrr.
a Uit) Ijst Ilclure TuLcn ot
Mausard's tllll are selling good
Both Phones.
1.49 par 100 lb.
Jack He fore Kailuig.
at
wheat
maimer

ltn

'.

This

COAL
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W.H.HAHN&CO.
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CORNER

The Citizen on last evening announced the passing over the great divide
Of the spirit of Edmuaid G. Hoss, once governor of New Mexico: before that
nothing out of
a Kenator in thf national congreM from Kansas. There was
He had lived his life 81
the ordinary in th death of Edmund G. Kos.
years, strong-- vigorous years all of them, crowded with soul stirring events.
It Is not the purpose of The Citizen to comment upon the life of Governor
Ross,
He lived that life and ere this he has rendered an account of his
stewardship.
In passing. The Citizen will say that it believes the account
was that of the givod and faithful steward.
He
Edmund C). Ross, In his day, was a man with a mind of his own.
saved President Johnson from Impeachment In the face of a storm of pro.
He did it because he believed he was
test from the people he represented.
doing right.
But the thing that presses itself into prominence upon his death is the
passing one by one of those old pioneer statesmen, who shaped the early
destinies of the middle west and of the great southwest.
Most of them already slumber
Few of them are In the harness today.
In the earth from which they sprung, and to which all must return.
having the collar buckled
The younger generation is slowly but sure-1about its neck. A few years more and the boy of today must pull the load. He
must carry the burden of the destiny of his home, of his county, of his state
or territory, and of his country.
Is the young man of today made of the same sturdy stuff as was the old
pioneer?
Is he?
Another
The question is not easily answered. One moment and he is.
and you gravely shake your head In doubt.
The conThe temptations of today are not those of the pioneer days.
The questions to be faced are widely different
ditions are not the same.
and the methods are those of another generation.
It is easy to moralize. It is hard to practice. The old pioneers, who
one by one have laid down the burden, entered young manhood, however,
It
tinder exactly similar conditions only with stag settings of years ago.
Mas Just as hard.
' They faced hardship on ihe frontier, death in the greatest civil war of
the civiliied world, and political crises to daunt the bravest heart.
What did they do?
Were they fitted by special training to work out and solve the problems
that confronted them? No.
Work did It.
They chose the first thing at hand and went to work.
They worked.
They counted not the hardship nor the cost.
Will the young man of today when the harness at last falls upon his
back, settle In the collar and pull?
He now "wraps
He proved himself a man.
The old pioneer did it.
His
the mantle of deep sleep about him and lies down to pleasant dreams."
work remains behind to answer for him.
The young man of today has yet to show himself the pioneer of the
succeeding generation.
,

"

The Conductor and the Shirtwaist.
daintily clad In
Petite, graceful,
ummer's most captivating lingerie,
hearing- the wholesome nlr of springtime flowers and freshness, and her
sunny countenance
beaming with
good nature, love and peace with all
mankind. Mho came tripping down
the walk and hailed the street car
motorman with a smile and a wave
f a sninvlly gloved hand.
Then she climbed abroard the car,
the amiable conductor assisting her
her with one hand and giving the
dlng-dln- g
motorman the
with the other. Just as she stopped
inside the doorway her manner
hanged. She flounced Into a seat,
and the sunshine faded perceptibly
into a deep, cloudy shade!
"Horrid thing." she ejaculated, as
he squirmed about In nn effort to
squint down the back of her shirt
waist.
'He touched me, and I Just know
my suit is soiled, and everybody nt
that party will notice It. and It will
have to go to the laundry again tomorrow, and I didn't need his help
anyway. If they are going to help
people on and off, why don t they
keep their hands clean
The other passengers were begin
ning to get Interested and to make
remarks about the awkwardness of
I
thought I
men In general, so
would go out and talk It over with
too.
grouchy
was
the conductor. He
I heard what
she said. Don't
blame her much, but what are you
going to do about It? Shall the com
pany Issue a rule that a conductor
must never touch the wearing
parel of laily passengers? Shall the
ompany remove two or three seats
from each car, allowing a few lady
passengers to stand, and Install
a
lavatory?
Shall they place a third
man on each car, who with spotless
hands shall assist ladles with white
shirt waists to alight? Or shall the
onductor, after having carried sand
and oil cans, or assisted In placing a
derailed car on the track, and thus
soiled his hands, excuse himself when
a lady passenger wishes to alight, and
run back to a corner drug store, wash
his hands, and then assist the waiting
lady to the ground? You can search
me.
I suppose the only way Is Tor
the company to issue a bulletin to
conductors, 'Hands off ladles with
white shirt waists.' "
and the
"Here she comes now,
conductor studiously avoided allowing his contaminating touch to further mar the daintily starched shirt
waist, as the petite little lady landed
gracefully on the crossing.
O
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"He's been a bad one. Judge." said
the detective.
"Diamonds were his
graft. He worked with Sophie Lyons
Denny
and
Gunn and Soapy Farr.
He was Sophie's pal until she threw
him down for Denny. He's done
time In France and England and half
a dozen times In this country. He's
stolen more than a million dollars'
worth of diamonds in his time, they
say. He's had any number of aliases,
but he's best known us Slick Weldon.
Ten years ago there wasn't a better
dressed man anywhere than Slick
Weldon. and he had diamonds all
over him. He never pulled off anything but big Jobs, and he always
had plenty of fall money for good
lawyers when he got cnugnt. He's
down and out now. though, I guess.
I thought I ought to bring him in."
The detective stepped down.
"Well. Weldon?"
The prisoner strained sightless eyes
In the direction of the court, in the
manner of those who have not long
been blind. Only one skilled in remembering faces would have recognized in the prisoner
the dapper,
dangerous diamond thief of former
years.
"All the officer says is true," the
prisoner began. "I was a gun and
diamonds were my graft. I served
time in Newgate and the galleys of
France, and in Sing-Sin- g
and Jollet.
I was Sophie Dyon's pal until
she
threw me down for Denny Gunn. All
that's true, and there's u lot more.
"Hut, your honor, I was punished
for every big Job that the police coma
put on me.
I
served my time.
Wasn't that enough? And now I'm
blind. Judge. I couldn't steal if I
wanted to. I 'm down and out. and
all 1 want is a place to slay. I
wouldn't hurt anybody. I can make
a living peddling.
But the police
won t let me.
ago
I was In New
"Three months
York. I was recognized, arrested and
given until 6 o'clock to get out of
town. 1 went to Buffalo, and the
same
thing happened. I went to
Clnoy,
Cleveland,
Phllly. Chi, St
Douls and It was always the same.
"They won't let me rest. Judge
mey Know
me.
tne ponce;
us
Every time a bull picks me up it
helps his record. The Judge says I'd
be a burden to the community and
gives me hours to get away.
I'm
Judge.
like the Flying Dutchman,
Let me stay. Ill live straight.
I'm
not young any more. And Im blind
and und tired.
Let me stay,
Judge."
" he court pondered. The court ut
tered platitudes and made use of the
maxin that one must reap what one
has sown. The court regretted. Then
"You have until
the court.

6
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Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
said, "then why hold

it?"

"Most beautiful thing I ever saw,"
grunted he.
"Then Is my face transcended in
the beauty contest," and her eyes
frolicked amusedly.
"No, thy face is like the silver
moon," said Mr. Slow-wi- t,
with effort
at poesy.
Dudley,
"Then I am a moon-facyou wound my heart. Ah, me!"
Split me. if I didn't nearly hoot at
her hocus-pocu- s
and at his boorish
effort to stand for a dandy. She said
of his cleverness, which
he took for bible truth. Then suddenly he clapped a paw on eueh of
her soft cheeks and nearly crushed
her lips with his. Lucky for Dud's
Jaw that I wasn't in that room!
She dangled him at her petticoats
till dusk. Then.
(ih, the night, the outlaws! They
will take me. I dare not go home
alone. Have yoemen you can trust
with me?"
"Myself, at your service."
They rode out. (Jiles and my lads.
In league with Sally, lying in wait,
got them in Southcombe forest with
hardly a blow from Dud. To forest
inn the horses scampered, where
Sally told how she had played the de
coy and he had kissed her. titles.
man of my own heart, sent for the
She came.
yelled fines, putting
"Kiss her:
point to Dud's heart.
The wretch was made to smack as
if It were delicious, while the boys
roystered.
Next day Ciles ottered life for life,
and a fair exchange of prisoners was
made. Thus did Sally win me free of
the noose.

I

WILL PAY THE BOY.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
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tell me
(juery: I'lease
your paper whether by living live
years on 100 acres of government
land I have to pay tl.L'5 per acre, nr
get it free by only paying the
do
regular fees?
it. 11. V.
Answer; ISy living on a homestead
claim live years and otherwise complying with the regulations of Upland otlice, you get free title lo the
pioperty. the only expense being the
fees,
which are nominal.
living
fourteen
However.
after
months on the claim you can buy in
government
at the
'lie land from the
be
rate of )1 Hi per acre, and tln-t
ie '., dispose if u as you plea-- -.
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Beaven
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winked a vivacious, merry wink and
H
.lake Spit.. San Franci
It
tossed me a kiss with her hand
11
St. Joseph. .Mi
was as if the world bad xinldenly
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FreemTui. Springer;
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policy was mlciice.
per, i
She came
Never looked she 1100,
v t
ml. ihi.
beautiful. I would have sworn
dressed fur .some purpo-e- ,
Craiuc.
do.
Mrs. .1. N Thumps.
Dud
escorted her upstairs. 11.
Kapids.
Mull.,
Cr.md
pointed to inc. She made me a siuer
At her under breath remark they A lillollcl iUe lie. irge
.1.
Francis, i;i
both laughed 11c was In high heaven.
As Dud started down the steps she
My
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STRONG BLOCK

(Ity Itogor lllrch.)
My own blame it was that the
king's traps took me, Kobia Cow per,
outlaw of Southciimbe forest and that
I
nearly graced tree in the public
sitiare at Kdencourt.
llidiling giMidby to Sallie one summer night.
hied to town tavern for
a swig, and there met good company.
The swigs multiplied. When 1 si ruck
the road for forest Inn I was hard put
to say whether Kit was trotting forward or the trees backward.
tried
to chuck the 1110011 under the chin.
Dud's men espied nie In the tavern.
They set an ambush in Southcombe
forest. A dozen drove furiously at
me.
They look me to the forest
lodge and in an upper room made
with Dud, the jailer. Soon
all Kdencourt knew.
A
horseman reined at the lodgi
next morning. Dud took the missive
he brought.
"The lady herself will come, grant
ed your permission, said the rider.
Dud scanned the script and chin
"She has my invitation." Th
man rode back toward lMeiu oui t
Dud sent the letter to me. Imagine
my chagrin on reading:
"Itobin Cowper: Your surly prank
In disgracing lhat honest genii, 111.1
of the kings service. Mister Dudley
liobart. in my house some linn- back
may now be titlv punished. 1 ivjoict
with all Kdeiiootirt In your
and hope you'll lie tied high. I ad
SALLY.
mire your captor.
was astounded is mild
In say
It
was
to shift
This
the woman of
from tin- fallen.
remembered Dud
had at limes set eyes meaningly on
A
Sally.
woman is iiiii k to catch
the Hrst glim of udti ration. Sail;
had observed, no doubt. Heavy lie.ut
waited.
Dud strutted like a peacock, giviin
orders t., his men. He came upstair"Fine nirl'" he remarked. "Shc"- coming to
iew the prisoner and
visit me." li was a bantering ton.
1

t.
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Late that ninht hostile farm dogs
barked at a little old man who slow
ly traveled along a lonely road, his
cane feeling the ruts that beset his
feet.
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A new car just received,
and the best line of Furniture
ever received in the city.
Call and see it.
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!ly Trod L. Iloalt.)
He was peddling shoestrings without success. A man, passing, halted
and scrutinized his face.
"Hello, Slick," he said.
The old man shivered. "I know
your voice, all right. You're a bull,
3
"
I know that; but
"Sure, you remember me Killlan?
Sure you do. The chlefil be tickled 5
to death to see you, Slick." The detective's hand was on the peddler's
arm. "Come on."
Then, for the first time he noticed 3
that the old man's eyes looked
straight ahead and that he stepped
haltingly.
"What's this?" the detective asked.
"Phony?"
"No phony this time, bo." the ped"My eyes went back
dler replied.
on me the last bit I did. I'm down
and out, that's all. Call the wagon."
The prosecutor whispered to the
Judge.
The Judge turned interested
eyes upon the prisoner.
"What's the charge?" asked the
court.
"Vagrancy, your honor."
"Who's the officer?"
The detective took the stand. He
related the circumstances of the arrest. He had seen the prisoner twice
before. Knowing he had a record,
he had thought It best to bring him

.
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DAILY SHORT STORIES
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Sweet (Jlrl Graduate.
Now comes the glad commencement
time.
Sheepskin, cap and gown,
The last long cram,
For the last exam.
Is over now and gone.
Mother sewing day and night.
Father kicking at the bills,
Sister In an awful plight.
Cause your dress gets all the frills.
Soon to the Elk's opera house,
On the eventful night,
We'll all hie expectantly
To see you get stage fright.
Fathers, mothers, sisters, all.
Cousins, aunts, and babes that
squall.
In
our gladdest
All dressed
clothes,
Standing on each other's toes.
Getting fired out of our seats,
Cause we lost our check receipts.
Saying things that can't be told,
Sweating, fanning, catching cold,
Straining our eyes through a
BiCC
picture hat.
Trying to see where you are at;
' William Allen White, well known as one of the leading writers of his
Enjoying the program bit by bit,
day, and, perhaps, less generally known as the editor of the Emporia Pally
As the infant chorus will
as
Is small of statue, rotund, florid faced and
Kansas,
at Emporia,
Gazette
.
..
.
.......... I mnU
a
lull 01 energy a inp neei ui u. Iwiodwuu mui.
Incidentally he Is as full of words as Webster's dictionary and as full Dear, sweet graduate, for you
hearts will always soften
of houghts, great big, bright, deep, wholesome thoughts us Soloman In his RutOur
if you'd have us ever true,
age.
Don t graduate too often.
When he thinks, he thinks great masses of thoughts that touch upon
B
the human heart string.
Arthur Catanuiiglh
When he writes those thoughts flow into words that touch the hidden
"PHI White" his townsmen call him, and Bill
In every community there Is the
sorine of human emotion.
man who comes and goes up and
he Is. in the simplicity of his writing.
the narrow walk of his meager
He expends more gray matter upon the dinky little Emporia paper per- down Who
i
lives and dies, is mourned
haps than he does upon some of his more paying work, but whatever he life.
for a day and forgotten forever, it Is
Tltes "Bill White'.' generally hits the nail squarely on the head without only occasionally
that the last word
smashing a finger.
Is
born
from the death chamber
The following from the Emporia Gazette is a sample of the little day- - along, a message of sadness for all
y
sermons William Allen White hands out to his readers while dem the homes of a community, and man
a word's trionstratlng the wisdom of his motto "I'd rather be a big duck in a little and child pause to pay
bute of respect and good will. Some
puddle than a little duck in a big puddle."
us may be rich, some great, but
"A Cleveland contractor Is reported to have found a pot of golj in dig of
of us are gifted with me touch
glng a cellar under an old building.
The gentle reader will doubtless envy few
f the magic wand of the fairy Good- the Cleveland man, and wonder why this man should be picked out for for heart, the genius for bringing the
tune's favor.
smile to the lips, the sparkle of honBut the beautiful truth Is that everyone in this world finds his pot ot est good fellowship to the eye, and
gold once in a life time. Every human being finds something at some tlms the genuine whole hearted Interest to
of the hand. To him whose
which sets him apart from others, which makes him for the time the luckiest the grip
philosophy, good fellowship and
Perhaps it is a talent, maybe it Is a wife, possibly It Is an wit.
man of men.
kindly example have helped to sweet
Insight into life, or a revelation of God's purpose in this world, or the coming en
a community is paid the tribute,
of a friend, or Heaven knows what of Joy.
earned by few. of the honest sorrow
But into every life there comes the day or the hour when the pot of of a city s people.
gold suddenly turns up from the unexpected earth.
And men and women are happy or miserable an tht-- spend their for
Thought Menu Was a l'tlrr.
tune or husband it. The great question of life Is what are you doing with
A traveling man brought this story
your pot of gold V"
fiom Morencl:
Hecently a number of Cnrnishmcn
It wan ?."tih deep and sincere regret that The Citizen last evening an were imported to work In the milieu
The company operating the
nounced to the people of Albuquerque, the untimely death of Arthur there.
Cavanaugh.
He was a part of Albuquerque.
Always ready with a bit of mines also owns a large hotel where
the
miners
board. There ure two
Celtic humor, a funny story or a humorous dialect sketch, Arthur Cava
rooms one for the men and
naugh held in the hearts of his fellow townsmen a place lhat will long re dining
for the guests at the hotel. The
When local talent desired to present a play of any class one
main vacant.
tiavellng man, seeing the miners' din
whatsoever, the first man called upon and the tirst man to respond was lug
room thrown open, went In and
His popularity was measured by Ins worth and The took a seat at a table with several
Arthur Cavanaugh.
Citizen need Md say that Arthur Cavanaugh was popular.
Hail he chosen of the Cornishmen.
The waitress
the stage for a career, a career there was most certainly open tu him.
His came around and laid a bill of far
,
one
of the Cornishmen who
humor was that of the southwest and the southwe-tespecially the people before
looked at it a
of this city, knew how to appreciate it.
Arthur Cavanaugh i
The had Just arrived. He
up and placed it
minute,
folded
reaper
grim
has cut him down In the prime of life.
His wit and humor carefully in bis itshirt
pocket.
will never again be a part of the community life of Albuquerque.
He wa
expected as ow Id ear
a business man of proven ability but his mission In life appear in have t rumI never
he
'ome this soon."
said.
of spreading good cheer.
It w been the
mission too few are
Q
given, and Albuquerque, the people of Albuquerque n,i the while outh
The Presbyterian church at Item
west mi" mi-- s Ailhur Cavanaugh long after his a.. Iv is moulded in the
ing has a new bell, which douLtle
grave.
The Citizen Joins feelingly with those who mouin.
means that hereafter there will be no
excuse for a good Presbyterian being
It i to te Paied lhat William Jtaiinlngs Divan, erstwhile great Coin
late at church.
moner will be gettii.i- - jealous.
O
With the Ananias Club, the Tudesirab'.e
Citizen S"(
and live million dollar
nothing of a
ies to
A
Kansas
editor
that "litthiril-teit .in.p.iim thru-- t
upon him. President i;..oseelt is getting about tle drops of water remarks
on the grams of
by the heavyweight Secretary sand, make a mighty difference
all tin spate lev. spa per
not fccupii-In tinMr. J.iyan. however, is not as bad off as wine other-- , he has the price of land."
Taf:.
d - in position to get out bis own pr
Conine
notices.
0
who pawned
!.w yar- - ago this country wa- - t:.ti.i llt . .1 01. ,y by the piallie hisThe poor unfortunate
and put on summer flandog and r..t! si ake. but gleat has hi en Uie chant-- . tin e Die coming of the nels overiNiat
now looks like thirty cents.
.W Li y the dawn of
Now the i lunch bell proclaims
'l.i
"illlli 1...J
V
County.
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'.'vis New-- . Uoo.-eWhu says it never ram li New
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EVENING CITIZEN
W. S. STRICKLER

THE CUB'S

CITIZEJf.

EVENING.
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CHII.DUKN OF TOHW

Tin: .mi:n ami women
TOMOKliOW.

A ICE

of

Do not Injure
their physical and
mental well being with indigestible
they grow best
ICemember,
bread.
when fed best.
Select a quality of
bread that you know is made right I;.
every way.
Under sanitary condi-

tions, of good tlour. properly mixed
and
and bake.1. fo n to be wholc-om- e
nuliliious. Dainties' bread on tila.
will be found lu fulfill every requi.e-mtn- t.

PIONEER BAKERY
207 South

First Strrrl.

Tlll lllAY. MY

'ALBUQUERQUE

0. IttO".

MISS

HELEN

LINE

AND MOTOR

RAYMOND STAMM

INSTALLED

RODEY

WILL

BE FUNERAL

E. Craig and Other Capitalists Interment Will Be Made
Will Erect Bridge Over Gila
Falrvlew Cemetery-Re- v.
Cooper Will Preside.
and Absorb Stage Line.

e

Many Presents.
At th resilience of Judge ami Mr.
H. S. Huilcy, Hits Kent avenue, there
took place lnt niKht one of the nio.Jt
elaborate wedrilnics that has occurred
for years in Albuquerque. Vnder a
bcwer of smilaJt and white rose., before an altar of snowy blooms, Mlas

d
Helen Uodey became the wife of
Stanim. Doth parties are promAlbuquerinent in society circles of
que and a host of friends wish them
Godspeed.
The ceremony was performed by
the Rt. Rev. John Mills Kendrlck,
bishop of the diocese of New Mexico
and Arizona, of the Episcopal church.
At 7:30 o'clock Ii Mauro'a orchestra,
with Mrs. te Wolf, the harpist, struck
up Mendelssohn's wedding march and
the bride and groom approached the
altar from opposite directions, accompanied respectively by their bridesmaids and ushers. The ushers wee
J. Italph Tascher. Kirk Uryan, Will
S. White. K. J. Alger, Charles Whl'e
and Sam I'ickard. The bridesmaids
were Miss tiladys Childers, Miss Grace
O'llellly. of Kansas City; Miss Lillian
fr'pltz. Miss May llazeldine, Miss
Fox and Miss Susie Dobson. The
btst man was Hoy Stamm, brother of
the groom.
The wedding ceremony was attended only by relatives and intimate
friends of the two families, but after-wai- d
a large reception from. 8 to 10
o'clock was held and attended by
many of the most prominent people
in the city. The rooms of the Rodey
residence were beautifully decorated
in white, with a profusion of srnllax
The
and white roses everywhere.
bride looked very beautiful In her
costly gown of white satin, with
duchess and point lace trimmings,
and the groom himself came in for
a large share of praise upon his handsome appearance.
The bridal party
of fifteen sat down to the wedding
supper on the enclosed porch, which
had been appropriately fitted up for
the occasion with white fabrics and
During the supper Mrs. De
flowers.
Wolf played Mendelssohn's "tprins
Song" softly on the harp. The supper and refreshments were served by
Mr. Uoetz, of the Zeiger cafe, and his
service and menu called forth the
highest praise.
Mrs. Rodey, the mother of th
bride, received assistance in receiving
the many guests by Mrs. Charles
Miss
White, Miss Lucy Hazeldlne,
Wiley and Miss Mary
Elizabeth
M.
P.
Spalding. Mr. and Mrs.
Stamm
and others rendered kind services in
the wedding arrangements.
A large number of wedding gifts
were presented to the young couple.
The most Important of them were
over sixty dazzling pieces of cut glass,
comprising salad and berry bowls,
lemonade cups, trays and glasses of
d
many
descriptions,
china in profusion, Haviland china
dinner set, several beautiful examples
of enameled glass, Japanese and various other kinds of vases, three
clocks, carved leather table covers,
several brass candlesticks and
a large array of Bilverware
of all kinds, rugs, a skin of a mountain Hon beautifully mounted, a line
mission chair, several large paintings
and pictures, and table and bed linen
enough to last the couple a lifetime.
One set of bed linen was embroidered and presented by Mrs. T. Coddlnit-ton- ,
of Topeka, Kan., who Is over 70
years of age, the grand-auof thj
hfide. One of the most prized gifts
was a cross of gold filigree work, set
with a fine turquoise, made especially
for the bride.
The bride and groom received a
cablegram
of congratulation
from
the bride's father, who is in Porto
Rico, which was read immediately
after the ceremony. Numerous other
messages were received from out of
town.
Mr. anil Mrs. Stamm endeavored to
evade the enthusiastic attentions nf
their friends when they were ready to
leave for the station to start on their
honeymoon trip, but the plot was discovered and a crowd of
merrymakers accompanied them to
the station and gave them a rousing
stnil-otThe couple departed for a
o
nip to the Srand Canyon of the
and California. They will reHay-mon-

Mil-die-

d

hand-painte-

nt

f.

Col-oiad-

June

1st.

The ushers and bridesmaids
ceived as favors small silver slippers
arid monogram bon-bo- n
boxes.
Mis. Stamm is the daughter of
Judge li. S. Rodey, who is a former
dtlegate to congress from New Mexico and now a federal Judge in Porto
Mr. Stanim is a young busiRico.
ness man of this city and the son of
M. I'. Stanim, of the Hittner-StanProduce company. Roth young people are popular in Albuquerque society. Mrs. Stamm enjoys the dis
Unction of being one of the most
beautiful young ladles in the city.
re-

We do it right. IlOClin DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

Im-

CAVANAUGH
WILL

Silver City, May 9. E. Craig, the
operator of the Last
successful
Chance mine at Mogollon and the
most public-spirite- d
citizen of that
promising section, has Just completed
the organization of a company whos
purpose Is to solve the troublesome
problem of transportation which has
so long retarded the development of
his district. In connection with other
capitalists interested In the transportation problem, he Is going at once to
put on the road between Mogollon
and Silver City an outfit of three
powerful automobiles which will cut
the time between the two points by
more than six hours and will carry
In addition to passengers, the malls
and expressage. Part of the plan Is
the construction of a cement pier and
timber bridge across the Ulla river
and the laying out of a complete
new road. Immediate steps are to be
taken to bring about the change and
the entire Improvement Is to be comThe
pleted before winter sets In.
new company is to absorb the present
stage line and no friction will result
on that account.
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The funeral of the late tJovernor
Edmund
Ross will take place at 3
o'clock tomorrow afternoon from the
Presbyterian church, the Rev. Hugh
A. Cooper presiding.
Interment wt'l
be in FalrWew cemetery. The members of ti. K. Warren post, G. A. R..
will escort the body to the church
and to the grave.
The following gentlemen will serve
as pallbearers:
W. W. McDonald, X. B. Field, Am-ad- o
Chaves. W. B. Childers, Alfred
llrunsfeld. H. B. Fergusson, A. W.
Hayden and K. H. Kent.
Of the five children of the la!.?
tJovernor Ross the only ones who
can attend the funeral are Pitt Ross,
county surveyor, and Mrs. W. H.
Cobb, wife of the local photographer.
The other children are: Mrs. (Jeorge
Leis, of Lawrence, Kan.; Kay Ross,
of Rlsbee, Ariz.; Mrs.
George H.
Miles, of San Paula, Cal.
Three sisters nd two brothers of the deceased
are living. They are:
Mrs. Judge
Bennett, of Silver City; Mrs. X. A.
Wetnple, of Kansas City; Charles
Ross, of Santa Ana, Cal.;
Walter
Ross, of Detroit. Mich., and Mrs. E.
M. Howens, of Oklahoma.
.
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The marriage of Kia !.! P. Qui. in.
prominent
iVr of Plain-vieTexas, ami Mi-- - Emma l'.lucln-r- .
la.-took place : niK.'it at the home of
the bride's fa'hi r. Il inan Plueher.
the well known market g.irlemr "f
old town. Mis-- - K'l.'ber wa bride--maiwas bet
and Albert Koib-man. Kev. Father A. M. M.indalar!.
of
of the Church
the Immaculate Con.
(eption, pel f orni' il :he marriage ceremony, in the prt'-t'i- .t
e of relativ"-an- d
intimate friend- - only. A welsupper
ding
followed tin: ceremony
;ind later tin- - bride and groom left for
Tney
a wedding tour ..f the east.
will make th"ir re-- , dime at P.ao
view, Tex.
where Mr. (JUi.ill a

I
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"I am Jack Steward's wife. I am
his lawful wife!" ex. humed
Mrs.
Steward hotly when shown the article
in the morning paper casting reflections upon the legality of her relations with Jack Steward. Mrs. Steward, who is a statuesque, good looking young woman, united ejaculations of indignation as she perused
the article further.
"Walt till 1 catch that reporter, I'll
give him the worst roasting he evor
t;ot In his life." she cried.
"You may say." she said, "that 1
deny the story. I am as legally married as anybody can be. 1 was married in St. Louis on January 29 of
this year, by a Justice of the peace
there. I have forgotten the Justice's
name, but I guess that is nothing
against me. I have my certificate of
marriage In St. Louis, where 1 livd
last before 1 came here. My maiden
name was Louise Hitchcock, and I am
of Knglish descent.
"With all the trouble 1 have been
having lately I do not see why that
paper should try to make It harder
for me by publishing things that are
not true. 1 will see a lawver about
the claim made against me that 1 am
not Jack Steward's lawful wife, and
It Is possible that I may bring a suit
for damages against the
libelous
paper.
"I never talked to a Journal reporter at all. but I saw a person near,
by at the Jail whom I suspect was
the one who twisted the statements
I made Tuesday evening.
Naturally
I was nervous at the lime and could
not talk calmly, but that was no
reason for making a scandalous story
about me. I will make that reporter
feel sorry If I ever get a hold on
him!
"I started to work fur the Harvev
sysem last night.
I am sorry the
Siis must find out who 1 am, but 1
am doing my best to make an honest
living and I wish to help my husband
square things up with the world."
Mrs. Steward took a room at the
"La Veta" rooming house, on Lead
avenue, Tuesday night, and stayed
there until yesterday afternoon, when
she secured a position at the Alva-radwhere she was found today.
"I do not know Just what I will
do.' 'continued the young woman,
who shows signs of exhaustion from
her recent experiences. "I wish to
see what the papers have published
first."
In speaking of the arrest at Corona,
Mrs. Steward said:
"Mr. lleatty, of the sheriff's office,
Is certainly a gentleman.
He made
everything as comfortable as possible for me."
Jack Steward Is to have a hearing
at the court of the justice of the
peace at 4 o'clock today. He Is the
man charged with embezzling from
the Singer Sewing Machine company.
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Washington, I), c.. May 9.
The first official communication
from Governor J. W. Kaynobl
was received in Washington to- day.
The different departments
now believe there will be an hon- est. upright, good business gov- ernment to the satisfaction of
4 the people of New Mexico.

TARKINGTON

BERNALILLO

in Uia

4
4
4
4
4

nobis.
Thomas Pattlson, of Gibson,
McKlnley county, was today ap- pointed county commissioner of
t hut. enmity by Governor
J. W.
Haynolds, vice W. L. Hretherton.
resigned, because of his removal
to Trinidad, Colorado.
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Rrlng me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Foil SALE

Furniture complete for
housekeeping. Including $40 range;
only used four months. Will sell
very reasonable. Apply 307 North
Sixth street.

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

WHEN
book.

The Bank of Commerce

Saddle horses a specialty. Rest
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

n vMBitooK imos.

112 John Street

Allen

F".

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Hoofing. Slieep-ili- p
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work.

208

A. C.

West Gold

Waste Land
large tracts. Title
must be perfect.
With. U. S. A

In

2. No. Zaklma,

lilLICKE and JOHN

Los Angeles, California

Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy - and
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

Where to Dtne Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

small cash payment and

A

120.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.
REALTY

C.

CO.,

The Albuquerque

The telephone makea the
.duties lighter, the cares less

.

Hatters
Hats ( leaned and Illockctl In
any Style Panamas a Special! y
Clothing
steam
(leaned and Pressed.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.
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IX TOTO IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
KOvOt)0X)wO00OtX)w

Corner

Ave.
3rdSt.& Cold
580.
1
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Market

901 South

Phone

FOR

The
telephone
your health, prolongs

and protects your home.

and the worries fewer.
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I

the clandestine
young daughter

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Phone

M

E. SUNTAAGG,

a.

J.Ian Gat' h.Oal. the native i
terer. who el"peii Minday with I.u- cinda Moa, a
eui old girl, has
bten arrested a. id was brought
fore the court of tl.e justice of
pt act at 4 o'i'lo ii tills afterie
t !a ra h.ijal
lived .it Hil Nor tn A
street and had recent!' been gran te
a divorce from in- - wife. The part
1

Hotel

LI rider"

J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.

CAPTURED

GIRL

.t.

S. MITCHELL Invite tlielr friends to make
Xew Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbeck Hotel

COURT

KIDNAPPER OF MOYA

matter

you pay all bills by check, your buidneM ts recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There la a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou hare poalUra
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
..

Highland Livery

1- -2

io West Gold Ave.

4
4

Ue-bek-

C.

I

4

XOTIC'K.

Phone 596.

H. ANT3RUS

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

The Ladies of Trlpple Link
Iodge. No. 10, I. O. O. F., are
requested to meet at Odd Fellows'
hall Friday afternoon,
sharp
2:30
for drill.

Wanted
t Addrcu,
Box

Herri-anlol-

Liirind.i.

ee onr stock

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

4 Special to The Kvening fifteen.
Santa Ke, N. M.. May . A.
4 P. Tarkington, adjutant general
was today
to that 4
4 position by Governor J. V. Hay- -

Iiela-gam-

s

all.
Call and

ALBERT FABER'S

tllltUtlUKUII

The arguments for the defendants
in the case of tin Gallup Klectric
Light A; Heat company against the
Pacific Improvement company. Gregory Page, et al.. in tile district court,
had not been completed at ;l::l'j
o'clock this aftern
i, and unless th?
arguments are all in before 5 o'clock
this aftei noon the case w ill hold ov- -r
another day
The next case In he fied in Judge
Abbott's (haml.eis ull be that of
Mrs. llerrlardohi against Mrs.
The suit "f the two women
Is over the distni'llori of a feme
around a ditch owned by Mrs.
Attorney M C Ortiz is representing the plaintiff, while Attorney
.Moore appears for the defendant.
A divorce suit was filed in the district court this morning by Mrs.
Gutierrez d- - Harvey against
William Harvey, upon the grounds of
desertion and mmsnpport. The couple
were married five years ago, and three
years later, the defendant is alleged
to have deserted the plaintiff,
without provocation or r.mw whatsoever.
Mrs. Harvey Is n presented by
H. W. 1). liryan, while Attorney K. W. liobson appears for the defendant.
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10 per cent.
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The remains of Arthur W. Cavanaugh will be taken to Las Vegas for
burial. Services will be held both
here and at Ijjs Vegas, the Elks'
lodge having charge of the ceremony
here and the Catholic church of Las
Vegas administering the final rites.
The Klks will meet In the lodge
loom at 7 o'clock and go in a body
to the residence, where the Klks' burial services will be held. After which
the remains will be taken to the Santa Fe station, under escort of the
Kiks. and placed aboard train
No.
2.
The sorrowing family and several
warm personal friends and lodge
brothers of the deceased will accompany the remains to Ias Vegas.
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BURIED

AT LAS VEGAS

ti. A. It. Notice.
Albuquerque, X. M.. May 9, 1907.
The members of G. K. Warren
The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers, post No. 5, Department of Xew Mexover their own private wires from ico, G. A. R., and all other old comrades of the city, are earnestly reNew York. Room 37, Barnett build- quested
to meet at the home of our
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
late comrade, Edmund G. Ross, on
West Railroad avenue, at 2:30 sharp,
Now York Stocts.
$10.68 Friday next, to attend the funeral of
October cotton
Services to be held
124V4 Comrade Ross.
American Sugar
at the Presbyterian church.
Also
94
Amalgamated Copper
the
ladles
of
the
Relief corps and
13114
American Smelters
ladles of the Circle are earnestly In37
American Car Foundry
By order of
95 4 vited to attend with us.
Atchison
62 Ts commander.
Anaconda
X.
JOS.
14
WERNER,
98
P. C.
Baltimore and Ohio
J. X. SMITH, Adj.
59
Urooklyn Rapid Transit
40 H
Chesepeake and Ohio
176s
Canadian Pacific
34
Colorado Fuel
JUDGE PORTERFIELD SUF11
Chicago Great Western
24
Krie com
55
Krle first pfd
FERS PAINFUL ACCIDENT
Missouri Pacific
744
National Lead
63's
.New York Central
113 7i
76
Norfolk .. . .
Judge Porterfleld met with a pain13314 ful though
Xorthern Pacific
not serious accident on
Pennsylvania
122H Thursday last,
when by a peculiar
Reading
1104 mischance he broke
one of the small
84
Southern Pacific
leg,
says the Silver Cltv
In
bones
his
St. Paul
133 4
Independent.
The judge was look20 7
Southern Railway com
ing over some mining property In the
143
t'nion Pacific
36 'k Burro mountains when he .stepped
U. S. S. com
upon a loose rock, which gave way
99
I'. S. S. pfd
under his weight, causing him to give
16
Greene Cananea
his leg a severe wrench.
Shannon
1t
He sufferCalumet and Arizona
17614 ed considerable pain, but thought he
I'opper Range
811s had only strained one of the liga90
North Butte
ments.
Medical examination, howButte Coal
541a ever, revealed the fact that a small
176.000.
noon
Sales to
bone had been fractured, and the
Money closed 2 Hi it 2
per cent.
Judge will be confined to his home
for some time with the Injured memSummary of Conditions,
ber In a plaster cast.
9.
Xew
York, May
American
stocks In London heavy and lower, Vg
to
below parity.
THE TROUBLES
Hank of England rate unchanged.
Republican party caucus at Albany
adopts public utility bill In present
OF A BARBER
form.
In
London expects no reduction
Hank of England rate as long as
present French demand for gold con.
t'l'TTI Xti JIXIR IS UK
tinues.
V
A SI, I P J.OM
London settlement begins on Mont l siOMKU.
day.
Strong demand for stocks In loan
"1 suppose most people think a
crowd.
Decline in foreign exchange mak'.'S barber has a pretty easy time of it,"
gold exports unlikely.
remarked one of Albuquerque's popFarmers In Manitoba plowing In ular tonsorial artists, "but it ain't so
the snow.
blamed easy as people think."
Baltic runs aground oft Sandy Hook
"Why, what's there hard about cutwith H. H. Rogers and Andrew Car- ting hair or shaving people?''
negie aboard.
"There you go already:
You thiok
the hardest thing I have to do is
Kansas City Livestock.
reach my hand out for the money,
Kansas City, May 9. Cattle re- let me give you a few tips on the
ceipts 4"00, Including 500 southerns. barber
business. I
claim that
Market steady to strong. Southern hair cutting Is braindon't
work, but you
cows can't deny that It's head-worsteers $4.00 n 5.50; southern
$ 3. oil ii 4.35 ;
stockers and feeders at those hands of mine: See the Look
cal350fi 5.25; bulls $3.25 fr 4.60; calves luses
on my right thumb and
$3.60fi 5.50; western fed steers $4.25
Handling the scissors Oil
5.60; western fed cows $3.25 f i 4.75. that,
ami sometimes I use the scissors
Sheep
receipts
5000.
Market so much
I raise blisters on my
that
t ady.
Muttons $5.50 Ti 6.75 ; lambs fingers. Now, any
work that will raie
1 7.1a ' K.ti'i;
range wethers $5,751
blisters is hard work!"
7. Oil: fed eweh $5.50 ti 6.75.
"Ami barbering Is nervous work.
A slip means the loss of a regular
Chicago Livestock.
n
or a
customer,
about being
Chicago. May 9. Cattle receipts,
1
believe ill this mental tele5mi.
Market strong to shade higher. boozy.
b eves $4.30116.45: cows $ 1 Ml Vi 4. 5 pathy there is so much talk aboil'.
heifers $2. tin 'ft 5.3"; calves $4.25U Why, sometimes I can feel the meno strong that my hands
;." good to prime steers $5. 4 "'if tal vibrations
6.45; poor to medium
$4,3015.35; shake. I don't like to be cursed any
more than the next man, but if I've
stockers and feeders $ 2.90 a 5. HI.
Sheep receipts
12.000.
Market got to be called down. I'll take it
strong. Western $4.5" If 6. SO; year- straight, ami mn through mental vlings $6.75417.65; lambs $ti. 50 'n K.70 ; ibrations. There was a minister in
I
western $ti.5" li X. 75.
litre the other day for a shave.
had him in my (hair and was trying
m
good
a
best to do
job on his face,
Money Market.
gentleman
New York. May 9. Money on call but while the reverend
1 km-.steady, 2 'n 3 per cent; prime mercan- pretended to be
tile paper 5 ' 'n 6 per cent;
silver that he had some trouble on his mind
and was in a rianky mood.
64 ',.
That
preacher cursed me by the way of
telepathy,
sure
as
just
mental
iiv 1
MHal Market.
He had a tougn
New York, May 9. Lead quiet, un- standing here.
beard, anyway .but if he had be-changed; copper quiet, 24.75 'q 25.5".
more careful about the silent messages
ire was transmitting 1 wouldn't
SM'lter Market.
have cut him.''
St. Louis, May 9. Spelter
weak
$ti.3T '3.
"What do "ii thi:.k of the ni.i.i
who goes to riccp in the chair'.'"
a corpse a"
"I'd Just a- - lit f
St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, May 9. Wool steody, un a sleeping man. 1 don't know what
there is about i'. but a man asleep s
(hanged.
hard to shave. I iippo
his whiskItch!
Itch!
Itch! Scratch: ers are relaxed .m l itfu-- e to me. :
you
Next!"
Scratch?
Scratch!
the
half
The more
iiieur
Try
scratch the worse the itch!
iJoan's Ointment. It cures piles, ecQUINN-BLUEHzema, any kin itching.
NUPTIALS
All
K

BE

n

NOTICE TO ON TRACTORS.
1. the undersigned, will receive proposals for the erection and completion of a jail and a court house buili-:r.- p
to be erected in the town of Gal-iu- j.
N. M.. for McKiuley county, N.
M
A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposals, to assure the good
l.ii'.h of the bidders.
J. L. LADIUEUK,
Architect. Parnett Ruilding, All.u
querque, X. M.

.
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TACKS DEFENSELESS

good-nature-

Meet in lodge room at 7 o'clock
Miurp Friday morning to attend the
Jjt.tiaJ of llrother Cavanaugh.

ii

CITIZEN.

PLACE TOMORROW

Marriage a Brilliant Affair-Bridand Groom Receive

on

EDMUND.MORNING

G. ROSS WILL TAKE

FOR

AREJED

turn

OF

EYENlM

Edith

40 -

vcry
We'll help you make
meal a feast ju-- t the right
sort of food and the best of
It
ut prices that will sweil
your saving account. Here are
the nicest, freshest groceries,
fruits, vegecanned goods,
tables, etc., in this marke.
Note our liberal quotations,
'
I!".-

2c
Hue

SATURDAY SPECIALS
Calif, firapes, per can.

Calif Plums, per can.
Calif.
lllackberi ies,
per can
20c Calif.
Cherries, per
can
et.
15c Calif.
Charles
Cream, per can
15c Calif. Pork and Iieaa,
can
4 lbs. Large Prunas
25c Gold Lust, per pkg, ,

lr

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
acreen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
e.iHtern-rnail-

PIjANIG MILL
SUPEIilOR
KKK OUR NEW JJKICK JJUILLMNG
;cocooocooc

"

A Banquet
at Every
Meal

ISj

J.

C.

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
BUILDING
PAPER Always in stock.
Faint, Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.
FIKST STKEET AXD COAL AVE. ALIiCQl EKQl E, NEW BIEX.
SHEUWIN-WILLIAM-

oooxoooooo

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

try us

15c

10c
10c

jfj

20o

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

13c

ljc

SCREENS

BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

00CC00OCC0000

212

NCRTH SECOND ST.

C0OwCwCwOC00C00

J

ALBUQUERQUE
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robe, bp.arlng a purple splashed with
the golden ravs of a rising sun: be- a
hind him, on a white tnule, led by
white-rnbeghost, rode a venerable
and
man. bis garments of purple
gold flowing gracefully about him and
light.
In
his
noodday
III
Mashing
the
hand he held aloft n glittering golden
vessel, and his uncovered head was
bent before It. Behind, by two and
two, In long procession, enme the
rest of this strange company, slowly
winding along the trail like a great,
white snake with crimson head, and
all wavering before my unsteady and
bewildered sight like a pictured canvas moved by the wind.
"As I looked In wonder there rose
first
the swell of voices, chanting. lifting,
soft and low, then rising and
nlr,
and
until Its harmony filled the
came echoing back from the cliffs
bf yond.
Hldn't Know III" Own Voice.
"Breathless at the wonder of it all.
I staggered to my feet, stretching out
At the
my hand" toward the vision.
moment I beard a wild laugh; it was
he
when
Hlnchman,
the Inugh of
said. 'The Game's up,' at the time we
were lost, and I started in terror.
Then I recognized the voice as my
own. The weird procession seemed to
sway a moment and halt, mid I seemed to see a tall form step out and
point toward me. Then things grew
dark; my whole frame collapsed, and
my last conscious thought was. 'This
is death.'
"Ages after I heard a soft voice
say: 'Take this, my child,' and a pungent, refreshing liquid was poured into
I opened my eyes and
my mouth.
found myself lying In a neat bed,
while over me bent, with solicltlous
gaze, a while figure holding n cup.
"' "Where am I?" 1 nuked, but before
I could say more a gently hand was
laid on my Hps.
"'You must not talk now.' said the
soft voice, 'you are ton weak. Drink
this; it will give you nourishment nnd
rest. Then you may ask questions.'
"I drained the cup, and as 1 fell
back Into the sleep of exhaustion, the
white figure bent lis hands in blessing
over me.
Not mi Illusion.
"Well, that's about all. I reckon,I
i Hi.
What
it was simple enough.
had taken for the wildest slid most
my
Illusions, that fangrotesque of
men,
tastic procession of white-robe- d
bearing golden vessels through the
was no
heart of a ragged wilderness
of
Illusion at all, but a procession
monks from the San Miguel Mission
the
at Durango. a mile or so down
Animas river; one of the old Spanish
manago
ages
nil
in
planted
missions
ner of strange places throughout the
southern part of the Far West. They
were on their way with the padre to
administer the sacrament to old Manof
uel Otero, a wealthy ranchman
many
that section, who had bestowed
and
there,
upon
the fathers
favors
was now lying sorely sick at his home
up the river. My wild laugh from
the crag had attracted their attention
and they had hurried to my rescue.
"It was weeks before these good
men would let me go. nor would they
take a penny from me.
" 'Give it to the Children Mission
at Santa Fe. they said; "they need
help; we do not.'
"Yes, I had wandered In
down to the New Mexican line,
some fifty miles from the San Juan
mountains, and reached the Animas
river in the nick of time. The padre
said it was a miracle. Perhaps he was
right.
and Summers were
"Hlnchman
never heard of again. Their bones,
no doubt, are bleaching on some lofty
mountainside where no human foot
but theirs has ever trod."

EVENING CITIZEN.
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Mow i Escaped ihs Cannibalism of My Starving'
P

Companions

"I've never aiPii any men." said
Charles Hull, a prominent mining operator of fnlorado In the lobly of a
down-loa- n
hotel one nidht last week,
"but I've come pretty nar being eaten by them myself. Nt by Solomon
Islanders or other South seamycanni-

own
bal folk, but a coupl.. of
Caucasian brethern. who had previregard
for
ously evinced the lilah.'st
me. though until the event I didn't
imagine that their liking ran In the
direction of roasts and f ilcasees.
"While mining In Leadvllle one
got acI
winter In the early "f
quainted with two busted prospectors.
name,
by
Hlnchman and Summers
who, the previous summer, had been
over In the San Juan country, on the
New Mexico line, three miles away
They filled me
to the southwest.
with fairy tales of the fabulous wealth
of that then unknown region, and
wore if I'd grub stake them they
would discover me veins that would
make the t'omstock lode look like a
I
as young then,
en ted prospect.
with no more sense than a cow that
nlways
better browsing
thinks there's
In the field Just over the hill, so I
fell for the propositi n: worse. I insisted on going along with them.
"Late the next spring we started
out over the fireat Divide, and following down the ilunnisnn river for
a fortnight at last came in sight of
the mountains of isan Juan standing
up on end away to the south. They
looked rough enough from where we
first raised them, but when we got
Into the high sierra we found things
good deal worse than they'd looked.
It was the wildest part of the Rocky
Mountain region from Canada to the
Rio Grande.
Far From Civilization.
"For some time we prospected
around with more or less success,
finding rich veins that have since developed into great bonanzas. Then
It occurred to me for the first time
it had never occurred to Hlnchman
and Summers at all that these great
ore deposits, hundreds of miles from
civilization, over trackless and snowcapped mountains, were as worthless
to us as the chest of gold that Robinson Crusoe found on the wrecked
hip. There was no means of extracting the gold and no means of taking
It back to civilized smelting plants,
except our lone burro, who had all
he could do to pack our grub over the
rugged summits.
Down through the western flank
of the mountain range ran the San
Juan river. To this we now made
our way in search of placer diggings,
burro and men rolling anu sliding as
best we could down the rough walls
of the steep canyon to the narrow
fcrlnk of the stream: On the other
side we preceived a little meadow
large enough to afford picking for the
burro and a foothold for a camp, so
we plunged Into the water, now swollen by melting nows into a dangerWe landed safely all
ous torrent.
except the burro.
That unhappy
beast, hampered by his loaded panniers, lost his footing and before we
could reach him. was swept tossing
and tumbling into the Jaws of a box
canyon, where burro and baggage was
'Mit to sight forever.
Struck Dumb With Fear.
"'I sat down In my dripping clothes
and swore. Then I looked at Hlnchman and Summers: they stood rigid
as two statues, their faces white beneath the summer's tan and eyps that
spoke the last degree of hopelessness.
Then the full realization of the disaster Btruck me like a blow in the
face, and I went white myself.' We
were hundreds of miles from a meal
of victuals, and hundreds leading
over a grisly waste of mountain and
desert. I stopped swearing: a fnan
swears In desperation despair makes
him dumb.
"In silence we recrossed the stream
and clambered up the mountain side,
striking with one accord for the home
f course, we knew
trail. Hopeless?
it was hopeless, but instinct drove us.
Upsides, what was the use of sitting
still? We might as well die In useless effort as to' rot 'on the banks of
that miserable river.
"For three days we scrambled up
and down those barren mountain
(Mdes. growing weaker with each step,
altitude
ttlls
for the tremendous
swiftly on a man's vitality. We threw
us. but
away our pistols to li till
held on to the Winchester rltle. in
the vague hope that we would see
something of game. The fourth day
a storm cloud fell about us. We hurried for shelter toward an overhanging ledge we had spied before the
mist cloaked the mountain, got off
the direction in the fog. and stumbled
blindly ahead. When, an hour later,
the sky cleared, we were lost hopelessly lost.
Itur- - Into Wild Ijiiiiili.
"
'Game's upi' cried Hinehman. and
burst into a wild laugh that froze
my blood. I never heard It but once
again outside a lunatic asylum.
"That afternoon we sUggered down
:a stettp slope and took our nightmare t.
rest beside a tumbling mountain
Early next morning I observed a clump of trees a furlong up the
mountain opposite.
" 'There may be grouse or ptarmi
gan in that timber. I said. 'Gve me
up.'
the rifle and I'll go
"There was no reply. I turned and
saw Hlnchman a short distance off
conversing so earnestly with Sum
mers that neither had heard me
had the ririe lying In the
From time to
lioJlow of his arm.
tt--

tor-iren-
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YOU TAKE IT?

If you have not already

do.t;-so-,

gat from any good pharmacy the follow ju:
Fiuld Extra. i Dandelion on
half ounce. Compound Kaigo
one ounce. Compound Syiup
Sursaparllla ttuee ounces. Mi
in u bottle and
by bhaking
d
one t.M- take for
ut e after
spoonful of :lie n
bedtime:
your meals and
w ater.
also drink plenty
I
simple
tlte
Till- - is
pi es, lp- though nu uka
- .nse the
tion ever w i ltten t
a:.d w '.
blood of in, pun
i
now
time t
the
and
.werful
take it It a
forcing
tonic to the Ki
them to tiller ut tiw acids and
-i

I

-

'

bhod.
n
A
states that never

seml-deli-rlu- m
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NOIl.Y O NK.Ui.

I'm lonely tonight withoutot you.
your

And I sigh for one glance
eye.
For sure there's a charm love about
you,
Whenever I know you are nigh.
Like the beam of the star when 'tis
smiling,
'Tis a glance which your eye can't
conceal,
And your voice is so sweet and beguiling
That I love you. sweet N ra O'Neal.
don't think, love, that ever I'll
doubt you.
My love I will never conceal:
I'm lonely tonight, love, without you,
My darling sweet Nora O'Neal.

O,

to
edge has there bee
vuiimlil,, advice otte

below.

Hurried AinilosKly Forward.
When I readied the divide I hur
ried down Into the next gulch, care
less whither I was going ami only
anxious to put as much distance and
difficulty as possible between me and
my late partners.
There was really
no danger of their climbing that savage hill to follow my trail, but my
mind was growing Mighty and fear
ful.
One can't reason with Judicial
exactness after four days of mountain climbing on an empty stomach.
'I ntll long after dark I wandered
about in that unknown wilderness,
heading down the gulch, partly be
cause 1 was leaving the mountain.
behind which I knew were those
half crazy prospectors. Sometime In
the hollow of the night I fell exhausted and more than half crazy
myself. Next morning 1 was too cold
and weak to move, but at noon I
dragged myself down to the stream
in the gulch. That refreshed me and
I staggered along through the afternoon, always following down the
gulch, which I could see by the sun
was running south. Things began to
grow wavy and uncertain before my
eyes, and the fear of Hinehman
and
Summers grew stronger upon me. I
Imagined them us hot wolves on my
Mrs. F.dwar.l
and daughter,
trail, and looked fearfully around at Fulth, of Gallup, Halt
in the city
are
the sound of every falling twig In the
week
commencement
scraggy timber. My rltle grew leaden events of the
the University,
weighted and I cast It into a deep pool
of the stream lest my enemies might
large number of people attended
get it. At dusk my mind went out theA opening
El Fovenir, the beau
like a candle. I remember
nothing titul resort of
at the foot of Hermi
until I found myself In an afternoon peak, and fourteen
miles northwe
what afternoon It was God only of Las Vegas, on Monday.
On Sat
aimlessly urday afternoon a ball was given
wandering
knows still
by
down the gulch, staggering
like a the management, including, a supper.
drunken man, and sometimes crawl- Dancing was continued by the num
ing on my knees to rest my feet, but
erous guests till morning.
ever moving forward. Something
moving,
me to keep moving,
Man- - Blake, a daughter of
whither 1 cared not, but move I must. T. Mrs.
G. Ground, of Beulah, N. M.. died
I paid little attention
to the character
at St. Anthony
of my surroundings, but had a misty last Saturday night Vegas.
She was
Lus
realization that the country showed I sanitarium, atthroughout
the territory
well
known
the
had wandered far down from
and leaves besides her three children
heights of the San Juan mountains.
a father and nine brothers and sisters
'cii4-l- .
II linger I'uiigi
four of whom reside in Las Vegas
,"I didn't look for food, for the hunger pangs had ceased to bother ine. The remains were taken to Beulaii
a
lethargy
deadly
In
place
for Interment yesterday.
But
their
now began to creep over ine.
In this
K. C. Higgins went to Dayt .11 Tues
hear strange
mental fog I would
sights day. He reports that things betwc
voices and see the strangest
tli.it ever rioted in the brain of a lunArte.-i-a
and that promising town
atic. S.on, 'tunes they would clear in a flourishing condition, says the
away suddenly like a summer shower, Ailcsia Advocate.
again they would weave t hcin .. lvcHarvest lias begun along the road
Into the leality of my .surroundings, the first cutting being done in tin
and then the whole wild picture would In Id of V. H. Cannon. The ield wil
dissolve, and for a space there would b.
huge.
In the Ciiisliold orch
be oblivion.
After a while, tiow long aid o.u- - stand six feet two iicl!
would recover some .ml have magnificent heads.
don't know,
modicum enough of brains to perceive that I was still trudging .1 o,vi
.! La- - Vegas Is
t' hav a n
that endless valley of the
the
El l'ala.
stu .
I'litinent
staggered on,
And so
,,r
the omein and
seemed to lle
"line sunny morning
tilhos.-sale
is on the ,,
come to where tin' mountain stream building f.l rinet.y
up. d by th.
crawled upon til m of
entered a small river.
Son,
C. Johnson
the little headland crag that jutted
1' S.
the I'laza 1. .ilk
out Into the mingling waters, with a sle
111;
be
gel' and the
in.
So
dim idea of getting my beatings.
comple!
many shadowy landscapes had spread tilled U,, il ll .1manner,
Mr.
most
ieiu
in.
vision
themselves before ill V dlsto,-'A
III
his way cast tO se
that 1 half doubted llie iciliu ot the
.....
s.i
ou'hl for the
streams now continent at m fe. t. All
the world seemed a phantasm - and
troubles, bi'.
stomach
For
U
pposite
when
looked across to
knew all rational and constipation l:y I'luiiili-Sside of tile liver
nuacli and Liver Tablets,
Intellect wa.s gone, and I was in the
grasp of absolute lunacy. For along remarkable cures have been
by
them. Price. ;j cents
Us grassy bank, on a tr.il not 2n
Si s
r sale by all dr
feet from Ine. there came sin !i a weird
fantastic i.roi csslou us I lul l never
week
Lli
New
for
the
arrival
imagined in my wildest illusions.
Co.
Them were fully a hundred of 1.1111. cabinets. Futrelle FurnitureAxmtnste
men dressed all in white for the most assortment of velvet and
rugs, all s.ze.
Also HjjiUr kitchen
puiU First a tall leader In tt dazzling
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health and le-- s disease hci
shortly.
Show this to your yellow an
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tramp were assembled
Several
around a comn fire In the brush of
the river bottom at Vina. California.
On the fire was a
oil can
in which three or four chickens were
boiling merrily. On the scene slowly
strolled the constable. He stood with
his hands outstretched over the fire
and delivered himself of the followfive-gall-

ing:
"Boys,

the citizens of this town are
beginning to kick. They say I ain't
doing my duty. There's been a whole
lot of chickens stole lately and the
f.dks up town say you boys Is doing
It.
Of course, I know that ain't so."
Here he stooped, and with the stick
that was lying across the top of the
can Impaled the half of a good, plump
hen and brought it Into view. This
he examined carefully and then replacing the stick across the top of
the can, resumed: "I know none of
you boys would steal chickens, but
some one's doing It, and if It keeps
up I'll have to arrest somebody on
suspicion.
Now who's coming with
I want three of you."
ine today?
Three of the tramps arose, and accompanied him.
They were taken
before the Justice of the peace, where
they all plead guilty to the charge of
vagrancy.
They were given "floaters" by the Judge, that is. sentence
was suspended upon condition that
they left town within a certain length
of time.
But they knew that It mattered not whether they left town or
remained to lie again arrested and,
under other names, to be again tried
and given another lloater.
The three
were then supplied with a goodly
amount of smoking tobacco and r
turned to camp to partake of some

japs

Capital and surplus, $100,000
of the stolen chickens. I was one of
the three, and It whs my first experi-

ence with the "floater graft."
This little transaction netted the
constable and Judge 7.f,0 each. The
amount of salary those officers received depended upon the number of arrests and convictions they
made.
Consequently inducements were held
out to the tramp fraternity to come
to Vina and be arrested. At aht place
In located the great .Stanford vlnyards
and stock ranch, and one day a crowd
01' tramps, In a splrltl
of bravado,
killed a couple of fancy bred hogs.
was
That
the straw that broke the
camel's back, and today Vina is a
lather unhealthy place for tramp?.
Also the positions of constable and
Justice of the peace are not so eagerly sought after as they used to be.
In several places in California the
"llouter" system is still in operation.
San Diego county is the most notable
example.
The last trip I made "on the road
was a short Journey from Los Angeles
to San Diego and return. I left Los
Angeles without a cent In my pock-.'- t
and returned with $2 In cash and
enough smoking tobacco to last me a
month. I was eight days In making
the round trip and was arrested, tried
and convicted twelve times. I never
saw the Inside of a Jail, ate three
square meals a day and usually slept
Yet I perIn a good bed at night.
formed not one stroke of useful labor and my little Journey cost tho
taxpayers of San Diego county at
least 150.
In Oceanslde I was arrested and
convicted three times, giving a dlffr
ent name each time and receiving
therefrom $1 from the constable.

CiTcmfviy

INTEREST

(From the Washington Herald.)
'As a young man I spent several
years In Japan, and my experience
with the crafty little yellow men led
me to the conclusion that they are
ibout the trickiest of all the races of
mankind,"
said William Grohe of
Berlin, at the Arlington.
'Once I was sent by the head of
the mercantile house for which I
worked. In Tokio, to a small country
town to collect a note due by one of
our customers for quite a big sum of
money a good many thousanu yen.
My employer had some doubts about
the honesty of the rural merchant,
and charged me to be very particular
to see that I did not get worsted.
Well, such a beautiful nnd hospitable
reception as I got when I called on
the debtor! Certainly the note would
be paid, and I must come to his
house that evening for a little entertainment, as well as to arrange the
business. I went, and was given
every dainty m the way or rood ana
Irink. but there was no mention of
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payment.
Finally I suggested that
the affair ought to be concluded, and
the wily Jap, agreeing with me, asked to look at the note. Forgetting
my caution I handed It to him, and
In an instant he had folded it, put
It In his mouth, and swallowed it.
"So enraged was I that I drew a
revolver, and In my excitement I
threatened to shoot the fellow. Then
he began to talk, and a perfect
stream of words flowed forth. He
did not swallow the paper In order
By all that was
to evade payment.
sacred, no. He did It merely to get
a little more time, being unable to
pay Just then, but he would give me
11
new piece of paper a good note,
certainly, but payable some months
ahead.
I must not kill him, even
though he deserved It, but go back to
my employer bearing this new
Well, the more I reflected, the
more I saw it was the only thing I
could do. Eventually the money was
paid, but from that day to this I am
dead skeptical about believing these
smooth sons of the Orient."
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The nightingale slugs In the wil.lwood
(From Dalhart Texan.)
As if every note that he knew
Was learned from your sweet voice
K. H. I'hint ey and Gene Adair re
In childhood.
Dalhart Tuesday evening
To remind me, sweet Nora, of you. turned to VI-north of which town
from Xar.i
I think, love, so often about you.
a harrowing experience
And vim dop't know bow happy I thev had
feel;
luring t lie recent snow storm. Both
I
am lon.ly tonight, love, without ire ambitious young men desirous 01
you.
of
this world s
having something
My darling sweet Nora O'Neal.
goods and in furtherance of this idea
quarter
of L'n- each tiled on a rich
o: why should I weep tears of sorrow, le Sam's domain about fourteen
or why to let hope lose Us place,
miles north of N ar.i Visa. Both were
Won't I meet you, my darling, tomor- brought up in the lap of luxury, so,
row,
tenderly nurtured and
to speak,
And smile on your beautiful face?
hielded from hardships and expos- wnen
As becomes necessary,
Will you meet, Ol say, will you meet tire.
me.
the time to establish a home on the
young
man
two
of
arrives,
the lane? claim
the
With a kiss at the foot
Aiid I'll promise whenever you greet went to Nara Visa, engaged three
me.
teams to haul out lumber ana went
work erecting residences on their
That I'll never be lonely again.
claims. The first night was spent on
the pr; hie by the second the walls

1

drums;

;

well-kno-

&

ALBUQUERQUE

of one house had been erected, the
third night a rough roof had been
put on but the house was still open
around the top. And then, the snow
came. All Friday night the snow
drifted In, covering the floor, the bed
and the two shaking forms huddled
together beneath the scanty covering
l'hinney hugged Adair and Adair
hugged l'hinney, each trying to get
a little warmth from the chilled form
of the other. But morning came at
last, two feet of snow on prairie and
another house to build'. Manfully
they waded through the snow and
labored, upheld by that American
spirit that grits Its teets and goes
ahead when discouragement Is great-

Bank

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers

est.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Both arrived in Dalhart Tuesday,
twenty pounds short in weight, faces
red. pealed and disfigured, but more
determined than ever to improve
their claims.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GOOD OILB TIMEvS
You know we sometimes hear folks
talk about the good old times, that
people were happier then, more char- and genuine fellowship. The New
Florence Leader suggests a thought
along this line as follows:
"Beturn to the good old times,-won'- t
you? Then rise on a cold
morning and wash at the pump, pull
on a pair or raw nine uoois tnat
rival a tin can for stiftness, pull on a
woolen shirt over your back and sit

vStatte Ns4iomsi!

down to a bare table with your three-- I
legged stood dancing around on a
slipshod floor, eat corn pones and
bacon for a steady diet and labor 14
hours out of the 24. Go without a
dally paper, a fly screen, a mosquito
a kerosene
bar, spring
mattress.
lamp, gee haw your oxen to market
on
floor
of an ox
the
and sit down
cart as you wend your way to church
ur a rrouc. farcn corn ana peas ior
coftee and use sassafras tea, and see
how you liku It."

cannot he excelled for roofing no matter what
house top covering Is proposed. We said "really
reliable shingles" advisedly because
that kind isn't to be had every day
everywhere. A glance at one bunch
In this yard will show you where to
got the ralnrroof kind.
See us f jr
shingles.
new-fangl-

RIO
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries to
in the Southwest.
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turned their ryes to me as
was the subject of converrepeated my words. Hlnchhis eye up the mountain
side.
" 'There ain't nothln' up there ter
eat.' he said with a growl.
" 'Well, If I'm willing to go alone
It doesn't tax you any.' I said, petulantly, '(live me the gun."
did not reply but
"Hlnchman
whispered to Summers;
the latter
nodded his head.
" "Give me the gun,' I Insisted
angrily. "What's the matter with you,
anhow?' Hlnchman hesitated a moment: then he said suddenly:
" "We'll go along with you. we'll
follow with the gun.'
I ndcrxKMxl That Hungry lHk.
"Something In his tone. whether
command or cunning 1 know not.
made me catch my breath. The next
Instant the truth Hashed through my
brain like a telegram. There was no
mistaking that hungry look In Hlnch-ntnn'- s
ryes nor the approving nod of
Summers. Not only were they close
friends but they were middle aged
and scrawny, while I was young nnd
was
plump. You may laugh, but
never further from mirth than that
moment when I divined their plot
to kill anil eat me.
The next moment I had sprung
across the stream and was hurrying
up the mountain side crying: 'There's
a Hock
of ptarmigan now. Come
along; we can get n. dozen of em.
They're not afraid of men.'
came scrambling up
"Hlnchman
the steep with the gun while Summers, who was weaker, came clambering after. I didn't let Hlnchman
I
get close until I was almost up.
feared he might prefer a certain man
to an uncertain bird. When I reached the edge of the timber I halted
and beckoned him to hurry up.
" 'There's a big cock now,' I said
pointing Into the tamaracks, as he
came puffing and scrambling up with
the rltle. 'There's a dozen in here.'
"'Where?' asked Hlnchman, peering into the thick foliage and keeping a grip on the gun.
Covered Tliom With the Itlllc.
" 'Let me point to it with the rifle
you
want the shot,' I said, and
if
carelessly took the weapon from the
unsuspecting plotter. But Instead of
raising It, I Jammed the butt of the
f,t1oclt1 into the pit of his stomach.
The blow knocked him from his unsteady footing on the steep mountain
side and he fell backward almost Into the arms of Summers, who just
then came hurrying up. Before he
could reach me or Hlnchman had
struggled to his feet I had them both
covered.
" 'You
!" I cried. 'So you
wanted to kill and eat me, did you?"
" 'Hlnchman was the one that
thought of it, but we can't do it now,"
whined Summers in the disappointed
tones of a schoolboy who had lost
his dinner. It never occurred to me
to be surprised at his admission, thus
morbid were our minds.
And you were the fattest one.
and somebody's got to die, anyhow,"
put In Hinehman, more in explanation than excuse. He looked dogged
and baffled, but not penitent.
'I may die, but I'm not going to.
feed your worthless carcases," I answered. 'You see this mountain top?'
md I pounted to the snowy crest
glistening a thousand feet above.
I'm going over that divide, and If
you follow me I II kill you both, un
derstand?' And I turned and climbed
the mountain side with all the speed
I could command, until I had put
For two hours I
them far below.
tolled up that declivity, scrambling
through fallen trees, crawling over
the great ragged holders that strewed
the earth above the timber line and
trudging through the snow on the
summit. When half way up I turned and saw Hlnchman and Summers
making their way back to the gulch
time they
though I
sation. I
man cast
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Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkola Roofing
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Will prove to the most
skeptical that our line
of Rugs, Carpets and
Linoleums is beyond
comparison both in
quality and price.
New goods

rrivinz

CON-
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Philadelphia Preparing for the
Reception of 150.000
s-Spending
$100,000.

Cir. Coal and Second
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Just a Word
Mr. Clothes Buyer!
Have you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read cre
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's ycur chance.
A complete line of garments
that for style, nobby
ratterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

1

Visitor-

W.V. Frutretle Furniture Co
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CITIZEN.

the evening rt.md band concert"
In
Independence
and
Citv
Hall
S'l'iart
Tlinrxlav. I ilila. ,,,,ma v.
The great parade of all lodges of
the order will take place on Thursday morning at 10 oV :,,, K. and at
night special Illuminations nnd band
Tills parade will l..- - ihe
concert".
largest and most
Itii ent
ever
son in Philadelphia.mniThousands of
dollars in prizes will
awarded to
those participating.
Tiie official trip
Forge
Is
to Valley
scheduled for Friday, and on Saturday the official excursion to Atlantic City will take
place.
cither features may tie added to
this program , nnd altogether the
week should be lie? liveliest Philadelphia ever experienced.
I;i

PROGRAM

A CLOSE

EVENING

Sore Nipples.
Any mother who ha had experience
with this distressing fii'.mer.t will be
pleased to know that a cure may be
affected by applying Chdmber'.ain's
Salve as soon as the child is done
nursing. Wipe It off with a oft cloth
before allowing the babe to nurse.
e
Many trained nurses
this salve
with the best result?. For sale by
all druggists.

9.
Philadelphia, Pa.. May
With
the exception of some minor details,
the program for the convention nnd
reunion of the Renevolent and Protective order of Klks. which Is to be
held In this city during the week of
July 15th, is complete and is now
presented to the public for the flrt
THIS
time.
received from all
From reports
sections of the country it Is expected
that upwards of 1,50.(100 visitors will
SLEEP ANYWHERE
lie In Philadelphia during the convention, nnd the executive committee
of Philadelphia Lodge No. 2, of which
Chester P. Ray is chairman, confi"Some men can sleep anywhere,
dently hopes nnd looks for the co- nnd that fellow ,is one of that type."
operation of the people of this city said Mr. Tripp, of the Harvey
curio
in the entertaining of tills mighty room, this morning, as he pointed to
host of strangers.
The committee is the row of seats around the Alvarado
now raising an entertainment fund building, where a man wa stretched
of $100,000.
out. sound asleep, and "sawing wood"
(if such Uirge proportion
Is
an in deep drawn breaths.
F.Ik's convention that councils have
Just at that minute three pretty
taken official recognition of the event, waitresses in the Harvey lunch room
and a Joint committee has been ap- came along and their shrieks of
pointed to
with the local laughter soon brought a crowd about
committee of Klks. Mayor Reyburn the sleeping man, or rather, hunt.
has also expressed himself as Inter- While everyone was looking at the
ested In the convention, and will do sleeping hobo one of the girls grasped
all his official position enables him a handful of grass, and motioning
to
to make the convention
week the
companions to walk away, she
most memorable In the city's history. her
gras
down the sleeper's
P'ikecl the
ExMf-- t Hosm on Sunday.
throat.
A large number
of delegations,
"Say. what's the matter with yon
particularly those coming from dis- peoples, anyway?" growled the man.
tant points, are expected to arrive as he sat up and tried to extricate the
on Sunday, July 14th.
All trains grass from his neck.
will be met by the reception com"Well. say. he's a sure enough
mittee, who will escort the visitors Rube,
ain't he." shouted a traveling
to their hotels.
Indies accompany- man, "and
by Jove, he's from Kansas;
ing special delegations will be taken see the fodder
sticking out of his
to their hotels in automobiles, tally-ho- s,
nnd special cars. Raggage will clothes."
guys
you're the candyi
"You
think
be Immediately transferred by special
don't you?" sneered the hobe, as he
wagons to hotels.
shuffled off towards the passenger
Monday, duly 1Mb.
depot, where he again entwined himlodge self in the arms of Morphe us.
Entertainment of grand
members, which will Include a trip
on
the Delaware
river. visiting
Free samples of "Preventics" nnd a
Cramps' nnd other ship yards. League booklet on Colds will be gladly mailIsland navy yard, forts and all other ed you on request, by Dr. Snoop, Rapoints of interest.
A stop will be cine, Is., simply to prove merit.
made nt Washington
park, where
are little Candy Cold Cure
luncheon will be served. The time of Tablets. No quinine, no Laxative,
embarkation will be at 11 a. m., nnd nothing harmful whatever. Preventics
prevent colds as the name implies
the return made at 5 p. m.
The formal ojening of the grand when taken early, or at the "Sneeze
lodge will take place at the Grand Stage." For a seated cold or La Grip.opera house nt 8 p. m., where the pe, break It up safely and quickly
guests will be welcomed by the gov- with Preventics. Sold by all deilers.
o
ernor, the mayor, and other officials.
At the same hours bands will discourse patriotic airs in Independence
Square.
Tnoilnv. July 10th.
The grand lodge opens In business
HOW TO BE DIVORCED
session at 11 a. m. at the Garrlck
theatre. On that day Washington
park on the Delaware wiil be the
scene of what will be the greatest ay experiment I'it.vy
im- festal occasion ever nttempetd by any
PICKS Til KM WITH THE AIL
srganizatlon. Every Klk in the world
ika-toc- k
yaytaoi: ok
is Invited to come to this unprece- CI
dented feast. The ocean will he
scoured for shell fish, the rivers for
their finny denizens, the earth for Its
gifts to make their feast unparnllel- An experiment was begun in t..e
led.
The only thing necessary for United Slates court yesterday mornadmission is an Klks' card and the ing at the Instance of Rev. W. H. will,
official bndge.
the missionary among the Apaches at
Roats will leave Arch street wharf; old Fort McDowell to give the Inevery hour, no tickets being neces-- 1 dians new Ideas about the marriage
sary to Klks. indentlfication as above relation, says the Phoenix Republisiateii being made by the badge and can. An Apache by the name of
visiting card. These boats will make Quillam was arrested on a charge of
trips up and down the river before violating the Kdmunds not, and nn
proceeding to Washington park.
Indian with the Kngllsh name of
In tne evening a concert at IndeDora Dorchester with whom he had
pendence Square nnd nt 11 o'clock been living, was arrested for fornicathe singing of the 11 o'clock toast on tion. They were arraigned and will
pleacl this morning, ijuillam was reCity Hall plaza.
Wednesday. .Inly 17th.
manded to Jail but Dora Dorchester
ee
II
nit: iiioi limp;
llip lliroilKlli was allowed to go ivlth the underFairmount park, that embraces with- - standing that she should appear this
in Its domain 3,341 acres, with unsurmorning.
passed natural scenery that has InThough the Apaches are regarded
spired artists from every corner of as a pretty chaste rare of Indians,
the world. Hundreds of monuments their ideas of the marriage relation
are within its environs,
chief of are quite different from those of Mr.
which Is that magnificent work of liill. They have some sort of a cereart. the bronze equestrian statue of mony of their own which is perhaps
George Washington erected by the as good as any. but they have a
State Society of the Cincinnati nt a lather loose way cf separating when
cost of $250,000, and Is one of the they get tired of each other, guillam
most Imposing monuments In Ameri- had a wife and parted from her with
ca.
Then there are the Lincoln more than Apache unceremoniousness
monument.
.rant's cabin, Memorial and Mr. liill was struck with the nohall, a $1,500,(100 reminder of the tion of impressing the Indians with
centennial of 1876; marvelous Horti- tile Importance
f the divorce court
cultural hall, with its collection of even if they could not be brought
rare exotics and its famous and won- under the white man's marriage regderful "sunken gardens," and then ulations.
Wissahlckon,
an extremely
the beautiful
Dora Dorchester
where
nature runs riot. No other great city handsome woman for an Apache,
In the world can boast of such il she speaks excellent Kngllsh anil ha
pa rk.
a soft
It is
and musical voice.
At 11 a. in. a massed band parade thought that she has been educated
of .I.Oiiii musicians will take place, at a government school.
f tut if so,
each lodge having a band of tnlrty she has. reverted to the tribal ways.
or more pieces enu red in this feature Her eiress, Includirii; her mocca-in- ,
and in the general parade receiving are extremely Apacln.
$100. besides having a chance to win
Piles get quick rfl certam relief
the special prize of $:tnO for the largest and best appearing band, or the fiom Dr. Snoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note it Is n.n 1" alone for Piles,
second prize of $150.
In thy afternoon a trip to Willow and its action is positive and certain.
Kiove. The Victor Herbert orchestra Itching, painful, protruding or blind
has been especially engai:eil to play piles disappear like n.figic ly Its use.
during tiie reunion week, and on this Large nlckel-c- a ppe glass Jars 50c.
day the famous Strawbridge & Cloth- - Sold by all deale rs.

Kohn Brothers
Chlonjm
CLOTHING.
.An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garment.

u--

after all shipments, whether state or
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RAILS

Interstate.
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The

sheep-shippin-

sea-

g

son has started, and the Northwestern
officials are anxious to know whether
their road will be subject to prosecution tinder the state laws if It accepts
animais xor transit inside or Nebnts-- i

BETTER

without their having been inspect-- I
ed. The commission was unprepared
to nnsyer and the matter is in abeyance.
ka.

j

Tl

passenger coNDiT.
TOILS TO WEAK

VESTS.

rassenger conductors on the Hur-- I
taken nt the recent meet- llngton
n
road are to wear buff vests
ing of the Amerirnn Hailwny
summer, as heretofore, but the
Inthis
alleged
In regard to the
story
all would be required to
that
with
steel
quality
the
of
rails
terior
which the mills have been supplying have their faces clean shaven appears
to
have been invented by a reporter
them of late has raised a furore
among the steel men. The president who was dreaming, or was making
effort to fill up the space
of the Carnegie Steel company has an unusual
to him for that day. The
issued a statement declaring that the allotted
company
not object to whiskers,
does
rails now being turned out are the
will insist
test ever manufactured, and the ut- but the superintendents
that each conductor be "either one
most care is taken to see that there (thing
or
the other." If he wears a
are no flaws in them before they are
shipped. He asserts there never was beard, all right; but if he does not
a time when fewer wrecks were trace- wear one. he must not Le seen with
"near whiskers."
able to deficient rails than now.
Members of the association, howJ. K. Hurley on Monday Issued orever, are not disposed to recede from ders
to all conductors and car dethe position taken in the reports sub- partment
men to secure the initials
mitted to the annual meeting. They and full numbers
every car on
declare that the rails are not, as they the entire Santa Feonsystem
by noon
should be, on a par with the struc- yesterday. This is
done
to ascertain
building.
tural steel used for bridge
many cars of their own they
The absence of a greater number of how
have and how many of other railaccidents from broken rails, they say, roads.
The reports were telegraphed
is due not so much to the superior to Topeka.
quality of the rails as to the unusual
vigilance used to dlscover'defects, and
It is reported that the Atchison,
the quick removal of deficient rails
Topeka & Santa Fe Is planning to
once they are discovered.
construct
a spur railroad from Hands-bur- g
Official reports of the New Tork
to Hallarat, in Death valley.
railroad commission are quoted to
support the association's side of the The line will be about 75 miles long,
contention, and points of inferiority and will tap a newly discovered minin the rails furnished are cited. Rails ing region.
are made, it is asserted, from Ingots
S. Wise, of Topeka. lias accepted
with scaly ends, and from which oth- a C.
position as stenographer for Master
er substances should have been reMechanic I. C. Hicks, at the Santa Fe
moved before the rails were rolled.
The controversy will result In a shops at San Hertiardino.
change in the method of contracting
H. E. X. Struchell, of Las Vegas, an
for rails. Heretofore the railroads
have drawn up the specifications in official of the Santa Fe at that place,
asking for bids. Hereafter they will was in Albuquerque yesterday.
make the steel mills specify what
The first Issue of the two-cemilekind of rails they propose to furnish
when they put in tenders. Then all age books put on sale at Topck.i,
responsibility will be upon the latter Kan., was quickly exhausted.
when any deficiency develops. Halls
J. L. Sydnor, connected with tho
hereafter are to be subjected to as
severe tests and as close inspection Santa Fe otfice at San Bernardino,
as structural steel used for briiiges. Cal., was here yesterday.
Should the improved quality of
F. T. Woodard, a railroad man hailrails demanded cause an increase de-in
ing from Trinidad, Colo., was in the
price, the railroad representatives
clare they are willing to stand it, as city yesterday.
it would be more economical In the
R. J. Snowden. a railroad man from
long run. A few dollars in the price
of rails a ton count for but little Raton, spent yesterday evening in the
property
city.
against the loss of life and
involved in the accidents arising from
the numerous wrecks that have
CEMENT PLANT FOR ARTESIA
nsso-riatio-

j
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RAILROAD MEN EASY
Mrs.

Harry RufTner, alias Mrs. J.

Thomas, late Tuesday vanished
I.
from San Bernardino and many local

mrechants mourn and refuse to be
comforted, says the San Bernardino
Index. A few weeks ago Mrs. Huffner.
a handsome young matron with an IS
months old infant, came to San
and took rooms at the residence of Special officer John Hansen,
l.
sT Court street. She was of a pleas-niiattractive personality and made
many friends. She stated that her
husband was in Los Angeles and there
is every reason to believe that this
statement was true. Mr. Hansen says
that twice while the woman was here
she received money by telegraph from
a brother in Arkansas and that about
two weeks ago she wrote to relatives
in New York to send her money.
Huffner made
While here Mrs.
many purchases in her own name
and had always settled for what she
secured until a few days ago. Recently she visited several stores and
made extensive purchases, representing herself to be the wife of J. II.
Thomas, a well known Santa Fe
trainman. She had the purchases
delivered at her residence on Court
street and charged to Thomas. In
this manner she secured goods to the
value of $ir,.40 at the Owl Drug
company, $37.f.O at Cart Wright's Dry
Goods More, $21.05 at the John Taylor Dry Goods store ami for smaller
amounts at other stores.
from
Several of the merchants
whom she made these purchases
i ailed up Secretary
Clifford J. Haker
f the Merchants' Protective association to inquire concerning Thomas'
financial standing. They were all informed that his credit was the best.
For some reason, however, the purchases had a fishy look to Secretary
Haker and yesterday he looked up
Thomas, who emphatically
denied
having a wife, much less an IS months
old Infant. When Mr. Haker ascertained this fact he started post haste
on the woman's trail, but he was too
l ite.
She had made a successful getaway and has not yet been located,
the statement in a morning newspaper to the effect that she was under
am st in l,os Angeles and would ne
brought back
and lodged in the
county Jail by chief of l'.iliee Shay to
ti e contrary notwithstanding.
Rer-nardii- m
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UNION PACIFIC LOOKS

a com.

i ' In

eiine,

Kilt

famine
next yeah.
W'.Mi.,
May 9. "1 look

for a greater coal famine next y ar
than ever before, and the Union Panne, whii h has alw ays taken care of
Hopeople along its line, will in
p r l,e able to do so on account of
tiie H !'urn bill," is a statement
today to W. L. Park, general superintendent of the 1'nimi Pacific
iailro.ul.
"The small dealers," Mr.
Park is further reported to have said,
'have in a way depended upon the
lailioad supply of coal to help them
( at. and unless they store their own
ii al during the coming summer they
will fai e a famine In the winter. Cujl
onum.rs along other lines where a
similar arrangement has been maintained by
loads will
meet the same emergency.
The
Pacific will store coal as usual
this summer, but will have tionu i
coal-carryi-

U:i-Jo- n

OV
1G1T

NOP,!

R

KS i oi:
P MIIPMPMS.

HI I
Mil I
,,
Lincoln. Neb., May
Tne
Railroad company, through
tr.e general Hgent. has asked for a
!U i'is from the railway comniNsion
le el ijni; shipments of sl. ei. in as
r iI n
as fe.Kial inspeciois if live
Mock lefuse to pass Judgment on any
Hilpint-iitmade in future between
points in the same state. Heretofore
the national inspectors have looked
.

s

North-we.sur-

Refore the summer is over Artesla
will have a cement plant employing
about forty men and turning out five
carloads a day, says the Artesla Advocate.
Wednesday E. N. Roddy.
general
manager of the Elida Cement company and Rernard Pos, of Roswell.
came to Artesla to look after several
preliminary matters in connection
with the proposed plant.
Speaking of the matter the gentlemen said that the bed from which
they expect to extract the material
Is situated two miles
northeast of
Artesla. The material
was
tested
some time ago and It was found that
the cement Is of the finest quality.
The gentlemen had samples of tiie
cement with them and it is of the
very best quality.
They say it is every way superior
to the cement made by uu Acme
plant, the product of which is engaged for the next year for San Francisco.
Work on the mil! will begin as soon
as the Hilda mill is finished which
will tie inside of forty days.
It is expected
to construct the
plant near enough 'Artesia to enable
the workmen to live in town and
walk out to the works without Inconvenience.
The result of this enterprise will
be wholly beneficial to Artesia. inasmuch as It will result in a great
cheapening
"f building material.
Taken In connection with the quarries thai will be opened across the
river in the probable event of the
construction of the bridge it will
make building here cheaper than
elsewhere in the Pecos valley.
Kriprlnt
.l.lin.w gucuiir.
.
' " rnVilmi. tltA,V
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SO and up.
Futrelle furniture Co.
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25.00.

We've a complete line of
furnishings.
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
te

right."

You'll find them

here

right."

M.

right"

"Just

priced

"Just

MAN
DELL
Furnishing
Fine
Clothing &

Colic.
Cholera nnd
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Diarrhoea Remedy.
There is probably no mediolne
made that Is relied upon with more
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
Implicit confidence than Chaniber-lalTRANSFER STABLES.
Colic, Cholera and Dlanhoea
Remedy. During the third of a cen- Honei and Mules Bought and
tury In which It has been In use. peo
ple have learned that It is th one
remedy .that never falls. When re- BEST TOURNOUT3 IN THE CITJ
duced with water and sweetened it Is Second Street, between Railroad and
pleasant to take. For sale by all
Copper Avenue.
aruggis's.
n'

MEN AND WOMEN.
Fw Biff 41 for nnnatar!
divcbarflMjAQtmaiefttiont,
irritation or nlcwrttiont

tt4n U
f 0rMtei
Im

M

1200 REWARD.

s

CliamtM-rlnln'-

I

of maeoai iombrn,
PainleM, od not Mtria
fTilTHf EtSCHtMtt?lC. font or potion out.
CIH!UTI,.f""J
or nt Id plain wrapper,
by ffirM, prepaid, for
1.00. or t bottle $2.75.
Circular Mm oo rwiuaat.
M Mrteec.
Frtvewto Cawl.yCa.
Bert

Vl

Every Woman

mm

m

eumrrtiLfa ana tnoma Know
atKni in wontuvrul

MARVELWhirlingSpray
lie

Ark Vnnr rlmrcrit fnp It
If li cannot nui pir the
M A K V K L. a.',-nno
other, but afiiti rainn for
illuatrai-f- l

hk

alai.

UtW

Varleial
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Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 000 Sqnare Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Flye Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

408 Wut RMlJteatT, Avanaa

breaking in

No

M oat convrii- Jirt
IPMt.

it CKatlHf
umaiuiy.,

It

Is offered for the capture of Am- tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Bene
detto Berardlnelll. Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

ruary

4.

C. A. and C. ORANDB.

KILLthe COUCH
and

CURE thb LUNC8

Nov Discovery
Price
11.00
Fret Trial.
Bureet and Quickest Our for all
THROAT and LUNO T&0X7B.
LS, or MONEY SACK.
0NSUMPTI0N
0UGH8 and
OLDS

MOTT'S

needed

linn's

Dr.

WITH

BOo ft

PENNYROYAL

larlt and oinlvfofM4iH)r
viejw
and beMti " aina of MMntxMw
. r Haver'
tiun." 1 ny m
tt irfrt f t woman hooa. atumif
and boUy. hm
olorvani
known rvmitri
fnr Viunan anM'
Htm b
tlirm. Cannot do
hrm
.
Host '
(nirt (lniir-- VI

lr

bHt

full Mntruir anil directions in.
nlnat.lt f tnttifn. M KK II. 4 O.
4-.t 4 NmWNLU Villi.
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ttOTT CHE1UCAL

rom tAbx by

ANN A SOH.

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL BSTAT

to

LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armlio Bulldlna
Mexico City and return $40.25, April
jiii 10 may ibui. Limit July 81..
Norfolk. Va.. and return. 15 dav limit,
$58.75: sixty day, $72.90; season
limit. Dec. 15th, $87.45.
Denver and return. $23.70; Colorado
.Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return. $18.95. Tickets on nale
June 1st to Sept. 30, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
Columbus. Ohio, and return, $67.60
Tickets cm s;ele May 12 to 16, and
l!Hh and I'dth. Iteturn limit June
..th.
IMcksini, Term., and return, $62.7"e.
Tickets on sale Slay 12, 13 and 14.
Finiil limit, June 2d.
T. K. I'URDV, Agent.

"It bends

A. E. WALKER

with the foot"

nmm

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is co tn fort a ble from

the start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
comfort. '
A stylish
sioe that's
absolutely
comfortable
eaaavBjBBBaaaaaBMBa

Announcement

Jkrm

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
future hnve charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

Nt. Sf, RlJ Crou
fattnl Celt Bluckn,
$4-0-

Oxfords,
Standard

Ming & Healing Co

$3-5-

. Secretary
Mutual Building Assocm
tlon. Office at 217 West Rallre
avenue.

MAUGE
VJOOL
with Raube and Hanger

W. E.
Office,

115

North First St.
N. H.

ALBCQVEISQCE,

TOTI

eft
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Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bsk
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tot '
this line with us.
NORTH TH.RD BT.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh and Bait
Steam Banna fre Factor.
EMIL KLIEVWORT
Masonic Building, North Third

0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Its Location
BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE PANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, ZZxU'i
FEET. LAID OUT WITH IiROAD 150 AND 7
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK .1- - U GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
THE
PATENT ROLLER M ILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS.
ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIP-PINPOINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT EE
ESTIMATED.
O

Kccaooc-o-

c

COME

High Shoes,
$4.00
Zet us fit you,

WFJI.

TO BELEN, N,

Il

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

CHAPLIN
Railroad Avaaua

Give us your ROUGH DRY worH,
Monday, and ret It back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.

iOHN BECKER,

Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

K4K0444K404C40
K04K4OtK444
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED
EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER TIIE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y

0
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0
0
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0
0
0

0

WITH
WITH

-

ttreet

INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT1
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 eromwell Blocks
Albuquera.ua. Telephone No. 11.

S.

Im-

Meat'

B.' A. SLEY&TER

0

121

INBUmAMOE

0
H
H

PILLS
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0
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0
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ALHUgnERQUE

LOCAL AND
ill

I

I

Denver,

i: FORECAST.
y

Fair, except

'ov
learini north and extreme east por

coldei
warmei
southeast tonight.
Rika win meet in the lout room
ii 7 oriock tomorrow morning.
J. H. Mahouh, of ttlll city, spent
yesterday In Pnnta To, visiting rela-

Slippers and Shoes
Arc made tot v. ; as Well U f'r beauty. Tiny fit snug a roun d the
ankle anil over the Instep and keep the heel from sli linn up and
down and weiring out the stocking. At the same time tilt? give
plenty of toe room and allow Mm foot to grow In nature's shape.
Only Mich leathers as will stand hard wear nre used In their manufacture.
Black Kid Tan Kid. Patent Kid. Canvas and Velonr Call
.

SLIPPERS
11'.

to N
to II
to

$1.00 to
1.16 to
1.10 to

2.

S

1

,60

.sr.
2.10
i

SHOES
,64 to I lo
l.oo lo 1.66
I 2.".
lo 2.2."

lo K
lo II
to 2

6M

P.

Friday;

Hon tonlgvti

Oar

5

M

I

tives.
Mrs. Th"s. V. cable hM returned to
Santa Fe after a pleasant visit In the
city.
Mis w h. Rahn und mother, Mrs,
Smith, h
returned from a pleasant
Visit tO Mrs, Urace Nulling, at Sinta
i

T. V. MAYNAFfO

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

I

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceri

Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
,

The Champion

Utm
THE WAGNER

Go,

Grocery

MATTETJCCI BROS.
W. Tljcraa Ave.
PboM SI

CO.

HARDWARE

321-32-

Tinners

W. R.R.Ave.

3

.

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

aiouno

ubihuiv

imiuy.

hw

oilier injuries nesiaes me uaciurwu
wrist.
Two suits were tiled In the district
court Tuesday ariernoon agaiu.--i n.
J Huvcrkampf. the Valencia county
The suits are for a sum
merchant.
ot $312.41. which Haverkampf is alleged to owe the Hagardlne-McKetrick Dry Goods company, of St.
Louis, and the Rothschild Hat comt-

Ajtjjj

Refrig-

erators

x

j--

the
most
complete
in the city
is

Water;

Savin

g

ue

j

tain Ice
Cream

ill
IWISFH

Coolers

--

Dpir

LpJ

Water
Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,

Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

EVERITT

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamond Watches. Jewelry, Cut .la-- s. ( locks.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Palace
AVE.

Sllvt-rwar-

We price them right.

........

;I-

.

.

.

special to The Evening Citizen,
Waahington, D. '.. Ifalf I.
Mr. Plnchot, chief of the bureau
of forestry, win leave washing- ton for an extended tour of the
will
He
was! and southwest.
proceed eraal vl St Louis and
X. w Mexico will be one of the
til st places that he will
visit.
Secretary of the Interior Gariieid
near
future
viii start erast in the
(few
vlsii
and will probably
Mexico,
He is taking an active
interest in th terrltor) He win
be accompanied to New Mexico
by Mr. nailing"!
commissioner
of the general
land office at
Washington,
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HERMAN

LARKS
PACIFIC
" PER CENT ll IDEXD

iitmiiiiitntiiff

PROPRIETOR

a

9.
May
New
Phone
Arno & Coal
The
York.
Union Pacific Railroad dividends
were today placed on a quarter- - a
6 ly basis, instead of being made a OOOOCODOOOOOOOOO

.................

RAIN

2

WILL

DO

GOOD

OF

Frank Denton, a prominent

rainy and dreary

,

Tel. 74

LAWN

MOWERS

MU'lllion:

-

a

t

TREE PRUNERS

a
a

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

All Elks ire Invited to meet
a it the Klk club rooms tonight a
4 at 7:30 to make flnnl arrange- S
a mente regarding Brother Cava- S

naugh's funeral.
K 'V

xald.
I' Secretary.

M

a

None Better

ry sK j

sprain- - Quickly owed.
Rathe the parts freely with Chai
w
'hem
bet Iain's Pain Balm and
absolute rest, and a quick .ure Is CI
tain. For sale by ali druggists.
stove Repairing.
I can fit any stove made, gasolene
stoves a specialty. D. Stokes and
company. 411 West ttailroaa avenue.
o
A pair of our laces will improve the
looks of your shoes wonderfully. We
have them In all colors In linen,
mercerized, silk and ribbon from 24
to II cent a pair. C. May's shoe
store. 314 Wast KXIiroaa avenue.
WE

Wa

HE

WILL

Fred Parish, of this city, has unexpectedly received a visit from his
brother, John T. Parish, a BnanclSr
of New York, who, after the civil
war. was an Indian tighter in th
southwest. It Is more than thirty
years since the brothers hae seen
each other. Mr. Parish will remain
here only a few days.
W. H. Strong, one of the first presi
dents of the Atchison. Topeka & Sai-t- a
Fe railway system, accompanied
e
by his family, passed through
this morning .en route to
.New York city from California, where
The party
they spent the winter.
were on board special car No. 2, at2.
arrived
No.
to
which
train
tached
here at 10:40 o"clock.
At the home of Mrs George Leam-- i
lug. 61fi Ka-s- t
Railroad avenue, Sat-- I
urday afternoon. May 18th, the ex

ju- -t
received a
nienl ot thc-- cclobratt'd ham- - Tills
hum is considered by UWIHSiaSW'l to
be iiM'rlor to any olhor luun on the
market, not SSOOpdng even the
ham.

luie

Just what you
want.
Just what you
need.
The Season's Newest
and Latest.

II

If eyes

i

$6,00 0 Suit

'

S21-S2-

ICI

N

New Line

We Say to You

Spcult y

of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

MS

FULL DRESS SUITS FOR SALE OR FOR RENT

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 South Second

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

B0U6HT,

SOLO

EXCHAN3ED

Astoeletloa Offle
Treatmotloa

Curiitl0o

MmmTmmnmmmTmmmiB

Is the place for fash-

rosenf iei os. mbw.r. r. a,8

ionable and timely
footwear.

This Space Reserved for

The Reliance Electrical!
S3
Company

UUI

Leon

8 WHITNEY

Jircwam

The IDEAL SHOE STORE
2

W O

Just Received

MISS C P. CRANE
5 I 2 North Second Street

Something new in town.
A moderate price for a fit.
Stein-Bloc- h
Smart Clothes.
The proof. Try on. A pleasure.

Store

1

I

Ideal Shoe

Uf&

l'lll 'S C.OOR, 4 OLD ROOT REEK
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

Kl.t.s EOR HATCHINC.
Euss $10 pert setting. Rose comb,
Hr iwn I. nhorns and Barred Rocks.
Pure blOOda. 24l lylnu hens. Address
J. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.
WE MAKE THE LATEST NOVEL-- I
PICTURES,
II s
in
ttol.l I
s I DIO
Q4 ion PLACE TO HOARD
3
South Third
and try It.
tin MRS RAWLINS
o
I
ol don 's a UIANTEI ii ri 1:1:
in: t 1:1 m r INN'S
(lood men,
with clean
WANTED
record, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good territory in New Mexico and Arizona
open.
prewltt & Prewitt, Managers. Commercial Club building.
Boutti niini
WANTED
Position as Job compost,
tor In good office. First class man
Don't drink and can give best of
Man of family. Would
r..f.T
prefer to work under contract
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City
La. State salary when writing.

7 as, 7 at s'mT

Genuine Virginia Hams

--

money.

and see them

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

This rail

here.

will do a world of good to the ranch'
Mexico
er. and fanners of New
though so let it come."

f

Call

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

1

.

a
a

bv

Mint

Between Railroad and Copper Ave.

cattle- -

mat', of Denxei. Colo, passed through
Albuquerque thi morning, en rout
to his ranch, from Silver City. N. M
where he has been for several day
purchasing cattle. He said:
"It was very hot. sultry and duty
ben I left Silver City yesterday, an
II
iUitle a change to find it cold

Ik-

iS

r

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

I

ioo"

t

RAABE& MA UGER

A

WORLD

Mlf-I.I-

32E

I

185

Op v r i g ii
i.i. : ii. Xa

and e quarterly 9
per cent wa le- - f

semi-annual-

..

119 West Gold

ZWEIGART

fa

Of

IC
SIMON STERN
1

--

a
a dividend
a cl ired.

received, some Boys' ami
nii c salts m iscj
prtoea.

.lu- -i

KeeceeeeS6es
in:

FXION

Of course you can buy
suits for less money and
right here if you wish
but we want to impress
on your mind that a few
extra dollars spent on a
H. S. & M. is the very
best investment you can

VN's

Mrs.

to

to

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

-.

n.

Street.

Spring 1'nttTWt tir 01,00

You'll

MARKET

PLEASED TO
pany.
II WE IDI t ALL WD EXAMINE
Invitations have been issued saying OCR
PICTURES. WE HAVE THEM
that on Thursday, May 30. at 8 p. m ,I IN
AND
STYLES
M ill Kill s
Miss Lou Alma Allen will be unite
WOLFE Ml bill. 11". S.
sIZI.s.
In matrimony to Joseph Turner Hm-toSTREET,
The wedding will be held at SECOND
I OK
the home of the bride's mother,
NEW UK I l
Lipscomb Allen, at 635 South tEAL COLD DRLNKs.
young
Ill
lly
i
The
this
Arno street.
ItiiMK'li.
I niv,iviii,il Diamoiiil
people will make their home In Albuquerque,
A beautiful
diamond brooch retail
$325 left on our hands unredeem
A petition was tiled in the district
only
court yesterday by the Albuquerque ed on sale in our how window
the pawnbroker
Roenflehl.
$200.
...liege, through Thomas Harwood,
president of the board 'of trustee, lis West Railroad avenue.
praying that the court authorize the
THE WOIiFE STUDIO is Now
sale of certain real estate In Bsllln-ge- r OPEN
I'OR BUSINESS, VT XO. 115
county, Mo., owned by the sail
college, the college being in need of SOUTH SECOND STREET.

We Invite

IIW7.

find Hart
and Marx dothes
not only right in looks,
but right in making and
in style. These clothes
keep shape; tailored right.

MEAT

Albu-ouerou-

THE

o

M

Looks Right

HIGHLAND

I

Fc.
Capt Fred Fornoff, of the terrltor-la- i
mounted police, left last night for
the south, after spending several days'
In the city.
It. S. Dontan. of Yankee X. M and
Miss Lucy Cundy, of Stifle, s M
cured a marriage llceii - it Trinidad
on Wednesday.
ciark Moore, the well known lum
barman, has moved to thli city, n-connected with the Domingo bum
bar company.
Major v. h. H. Llewellyn, United
States district attorney, spent today
en
In Alhiiiuenue between trains,
route to his home at Lis Crucee.
A. B. Stroup, county superintendent of schools, returned here yestei day evening from Kansas City. Where
he spetit several weeks on business.
S. It. Orlmshaw. assistant to pre
dent Ripley, of the Rants Fe system
and general manager of the Mania Fe
In HI I'aso rn business
central,
On account of the death of Arthur
W. Cavanaugh. the base ball game between the (leronlmos and the Albuquerque Browne for Sunday win probably be postponed.
T. W C.wlnn md wife and J. W
slcCurdy and wife, of Palo Alto. Cal.
are guc-l- s of R. H. Hawkins, of the
Tnsy
Postal Telegraph company.
are en route east.
Two large freight locomotives Ul d
on the La Junta and Trinidad dlvi-- Ions of the Santa Fe. were seen
Th
the local yards this morning.
were Xos. 1853 and 1U64.
Edward W. Myers, a former resident of Alhyiueniue, who has b
In Mexico for the last Bve years, reHe is to
turned here this morning.
enter the furniture Business Wla im
brother.
Four Indians from the village of
santo Domingo arrived In Albuquerque last night and will compete with
the other representatives of the , red
race In selling pottery and curio-- at
the Santa Fe station.
An outing will be given to Us
Sunday by the H llfeld Co
The rendezvous of the picnickers WUI
an
excellent
be Hear canyon, and
program has been outlined by the
different department managers.
The Masonic lodge here has Jusl t
celved Information of the death a'
Qallup, N. M., Sunday night, of Hugh
Lynch, who was an old and highly
respected resident of Navajo Springs.
The remains were burled at Xavajo
Springs, under Masonic rites.
A surprise party was given to Miss
Elisabeth CoUlater
at her slater's
home, Tuesday night, on account Of
The
her preparing to leave the city.
guests were Misses Jennie Martin,
Margaret Cosgrove, Stella and Jennie
Kllen and Josephine Harrison.
Leonard Therrell. who fell from a
and broke his w rist while
cleaning the window of D. H. O'Rlel-l- y
Railroad
& Co.'s drug store, on
avenue, yesterday afternoon, is able
10
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--

step-ladd-

Plumbers

Till

ecutive committee of the New Mex-- 1
Woman's Christian Temperance
union will
to decide upon the
time and place of the annual convention.
Other matters of Importance
will be considered
A call has been
Issued to the members of the commit
tee by Mrs. 8. c Nutter, the presi-''- "'
L" lining,
S
ul Mi .i
secretary.
Last night E M Carr. with his
wife, of Manchester. Iowa, arrive I
here from Santa Fe.
Mr. Carr was
a delegate-at-larg- e
to the democratic
convention In 1904. and manage, l the
campaign of William Jennings Bryan
In issie and 1900
He Is at present
the general manager or the Manchester & onelda railroad, vice preside it
of the Manchester Electric company
and a director In the First National
bftnk of Manchester, besides being Intel ested In several other large e n
potation
Mr. and Mi. Can are
route to California.
The A lbuiueriU.. grammar seho
heat the Albuquerque high scb l
base bull team in a game play-- it
on the Third ward groun
by a score of 9 .to o
There Is a heavy fall of snow In the
Sandla mountains.
I Hil l
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